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摘要
本論文以文字探勘之技術與機器學習的方法，建立預測電腦軟體適格性
與專利價值之模型。由於現今電腦軟體性質的演算法所包含之抽象概念
（abstract ideas），於美國的專利法下屬於專利法適格標的之例外，由於 2014年
美國 Alice v. CLS 等案例否定電腦軟體之適格性，美國最高法院期望釐清此一抽
象概念的界線，導致目前電腦軟體之專利申請，在歷年來的判例下，可能被排
除於專利保護領域之外。但由於至今商業方法及資訊科技之蓬勃發展，電腦軟
體產業之專利申請，對所有相關產業亦有關鍵影響，如何適度保護電腦軟體專
利，且如何界定抽象概念與可專利之技術界線，則成為近年來專利法領域重要
之議題。因此本研究，針對電腦軟體專利之專利範圍，利用文字探勘之技術，
與機器學習之方法，建立專利適格性預測模型，並加以整合專利之申請流程紀
錄，與專利文件之資料分析之特徵值，利用訴訟之軟體專利進而建立專利價值
之預測模型，研究成果在預測專利適格性之成果可達 80%準確率，預測軟體專
利性更可達 90%的準確率，最後在預測軟體專利價值的準確率在五年內可達
88%，以利未來電腦軟體專利申請與軟體專利價值之預測。

關鍵字 : 專利分析、專利適格性、專利價值、預測模型、文字探勘
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Abstract
With the widespread of computer software in recent decades, software patent has
become controversial for the patent system. Software patents may easily fall into the
gray area of abstract ideas, whose allowance may hinder future innovation. However,
without a precise definition of abstract ideas, determining the patent claim subject
matter eligibility is a challenging task for examiners and applicants. In this research,
we address the software patent eligibility issues by proposing an effective model to
determine patent claim eligibility and examine the patent examination process to
predict patentability. Furthermore, with patent claim features and important
prosecution events, we attempt to identify important indicators to valuable patents.
We collect patent claims, patent examination records, and patent litigation data of
software patents from USPTO website, USPTO PAIR, Google Patents, and MaxVal's
Patent Litigation Databank. The experiment results show our patent claim eligibility
model reaches the accuracy of more than 80%, and domain knowledge features play a
crucial role in our prediction model. Using sequence learning on patentability, our
patentability predictive model can achieve around 90% accuracy based on our timeduration features. With the value indicators identified by previous models and prior
studies, the accuracy of our patent value model can reach up to 88%.
Keywords: patent analysis, patent eligibility, patent value, prediction, textmining
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, the development of technology has gone beyond the tangible
devices, and evolved into computer-implemented algorithms incorporated into
various devices in an unprecedented pace. According to the U.S. Departpment
of Commerce on software and information technology industry report
(Administration, 2015), this industry accounts for $564.4 billion direct valuedadded GDP in 2016 and creates around 10.5 million US jobs with direct and
indirect impacts. Furthermore, the number of jobs created by software industry
alone has increased by 14.6 percent since 2014, as reported by Software.org
(Foundation, 2017). According to a report by US Government Accountability
Office (GAO), from 1991 to 2011, the number of software-related patents also
accounts for more than 50 percent of issued U.S. patents since 2011 (U.S.
Government Accountability Office, 2013).

Thus, with the rapidly increasing number of patent applications, for more
than a decade, computer-implemented software patentability has become the
most controversial issue, urging into legislatures to step in and define
patentability (Clizer, 2015; Landers, 2015). Should software-based innovation
be patented? The question about whether patentability should be extended to
computer-implemented software has been under debate from the 1970s (Kesan
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& Hayes, 2016). In 2010, the Supreme Court decision in Bilski v. Kappos set up
the first example of the abstract ideas limitation on patentable subject matter.
Bilski was a business method that describes how buyers and sellers of
commodities in the energy market can hedge against risks for price changes. In
Bilski, the Federal Circuit utilized the “machine-or-transformation” test to
evaluate Subject Matter Eligibility (SME) instead of the “useful, concrete and
tangible result” criterion (Karakashian, 2015). Another is Alice Corp. v. CLS
Bank case, where Alice was a computer-implemented method for mitigating
settlement risk by employing computer systems as a third-party intermediary
(Tran, 2016). In Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank case, the Court developed a general
patentability test process for determining whether the patent claims are
directed to one of the patent-ineligible concepts namely, abstract ideas, law of
nature and natural phenomenon. Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank case was concluded
that the use of third party intermediary is a “building block of the modern
economy,” and therefore, an abstract idea (Karakashian, 2015; Landers, 2015).

After Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank case, courts have invalidated many patents
by citing Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank case with the two-step test to determine claim
eligibility. The First step is to determine whether a claim is directed to one of
the judicial exceptions, which include abstract ideas, natural phenomena and
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laws of nature. It so, the second step is to examine the claim as a whole with any
element, or combination of elements that is sufficient to significantly more than
the exception. Specifically, 272 court cases, with 198 Patent Trial and Appeal
Board (PTAB) decisions, 63 district court decisions, and 11 Federal Circuit
opinions, cited Alice to invalidate software patents, reaching an average
invalidation rate of 82.9%

(Tran, 2016). Those patents were invalidated

because they are abstract ideas that only transferred a process conducted by a
human into the software-implemented computer, which is not sufficient to
confer subject matter eligibility (SME). The latest updated AliceStorm index of
percentage of Section 101 ineligibility results is shown in Figure 1.1, which was
collected by BilskiBlog (http://www.bilskiblog.com). The ratio of the
ineligibility is still over 67% in Federal court since Alice case, and PTAB CBM
Final even has 97% of the invalid decisions. Compared with the district court
decisions Before Alice on Section 101, the percent of invalided decisions has
increased by around 19%.
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Table 1-1 Number of Patents Invalided under Section 101

**source: http://www.bilskiblog.com/blog/alicestorm/

Due to the increasingly invalided software-related patents, it is very
imperative to understand the scope of Section 101 (Karakashian, 2015). An
invention must first pass statutory SME under Section 101 before the evaluation
of novelty, obviousness, and specificity (Kesan & Hayes, 2016). Under the law
of Section 101 of the Patent Act, a patent must be considered a “new and useful
process, machine, manufacture or composition of matter or any new and useful
improvement”. However, Section 101 defines eligible subject matter very
broadly, merely including three common law exceptions to SME: abstract ideas,
laws of nature, and natural phenomena. These exceptions are designed for the
goal of preventing a patent from preempting future research and innovation.
The limits on patent eligibility established through common law are to prevent
those exceptions to hinder entire patent law. Nevertheless, an application that
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is “patent eligible” may not necessarily be directed to be “patentable”. Still, the
most challenge theme is the ambiguity in patent eligibility, especially in the
definition of abstract ideas exception (Durham, 2014).
Without giving a specific definition on the term of “abstract ideas”,
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) offered several guidelines
and previous cases in response to decisions from the U.S. Supreme Court on
claims reciting judicial exceptions to help examiners determine whether patent
claims are drawn to abstract ideas (Clizer, 2015). Although it has been described
by USPTO Guidance on what might direct to be an “abstract idea”, applying
such a definition to other software patents, tends to be very challenging in
patent systems (Karakashian, 2015).
To grant a patent, examiners must establish a balance between
encouraging and rewarding innovation and preventing the patent from too
broad to preempt future research and innovation. Preemption is the critical
foundation of the patentable subject matter concern. Thereby, USPTO issued
several Interim Guidance after Alice to provide a framework to address the
ambiguity of the “abstract idea” exceptions to SME (Kesan & Hayes, 2016).
However, many questions and issues have been raised. For instance, the
Court directly refused to define what constitutes an abstract idea (Clizer, 2015).
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In addition, what are the requirements of the inventive concept to become
significantly more than an abstract idea? The Court suggests the examiners
analogize the patent to those patents from previous cases. While SME has been
a threshold inquiry, the subject matter of a patent is determined by the language
of the claims (Steinberg, Anderson, & Smith, 2015) .
In addition, will the process of examination impact the patentability of
the software patent? According to Carley, Hedge, and Marco (2015), the
allowance rate is around 55.8%, which has declined dramatically in recent years,
especially for applications in the “Drugs and Medical Instruments” and
“Computers and Communications” fields. However, little research has focused
on the patentability of the USPTO granting patents (Graham, Marco, & Miller,
2015). Due to the lack of available data on the patent examination process, few
studies have been analyzed in the process of examining patent applications
(Sampat & Lemley, 2009). The timing and probability of granting a patent are
also becoming imperatively important for inventors to maximizing their
chances to launch an innovation, though delaying a patent grant can be a
strategy for a company to increase uncertainty for their rivals (Harhoff &
Wagner, 2009). This lack of information about patent examination process of
obtaining a patent makes it difficult for corporations to determine optimal
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patent filing strategies. Therefore, USPTO released Public PAIR dataset which
provides all application information prior to January 1, 2015. In this study, we
employ the transaction historical data from this public PAIR, which offer log
records on most administrative transactions between the applicant and the
examiner. The detail logs in process of the application examination allow us to
explore the patentability of the patent application. Contrary to previous studies,
we identify each event on the software patent transaction history and utilize the
information on the prosecution of patent examination, with outcome being
allowance or rejection. Our results have several intriguing managerial
implications, which we discuss in detail in conclusion section.
With our patent analyses, we will go further on researching the values of
patents. For some decades, the task of assessing the value of a patent has been
one of the most challenging yet useful tasks, attracting great interests from both
academia and industry. Ample studies have been devoted to address patent
values for different purposes, including measuring innovative outputs, studying
the incentive effects associated with patents and the intangible contribution to
firm value (Bessen, 2008; Harhoff, Scherer, & Vopel, 2003). The obvious
finding of literature is that patent value exhibits a very skewed distribution with
a majority of patents associated with little economic value, especially on
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average only 1 to 3 percent having significant financial returns (Sapsalis, de la
Potterie, & Navon, 2006; Van Zeebroeck, 2011).
Thus, the request for identifying valuable patent has been an emerging
stream of economic and industrial research. However, for most of patents
which are not traded in the licensing markets or open markets, the real private
value of patents is difficult to be directly evaluated (Lanjouw, Pakes, & Putnam,
1998) . Even if some patents have been traded or licensed, those prices or terms
of licenses are confidential due to a blind market (M. A. Lemley & Myhrvold,
2007). Thus, the difficulty in assessing a patent’s private value makes
researchers turn to rely on indirect measures to approximate patent private,
thereby exploring the patent value indictors (Bessen, 2008; Fischer & Leidinger,
2014). In addition, patent value has positive relationship with incentive of
patent litigations (Lanjouw & Schankerman, 2001). Recently litigated cases
have emerged that facilitate observing patent’s private value. Therefore, we
make use of the published litigated data to test patent value indicators.
Several previous studies have proved that patents which are involved in
litigated cases are a subset of the most valuable patents. Due to sparsity of
patent litigation cases in most jurisdictions, when it happens, it may involve the
most privately valuable patents (Allison, Lemley, Moore, & Trunkey, 2003; Hall
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& Harhoff, 2012). Most patents never get litigated. Even the annual number of
patent lawsuits filed in the U.S. has been increasing for many years, however,
the rate of patents involved in patent litigated cases is in average 1 to 2 percent,
with variation in different fields (Bessen & Meurer, 2013; Lanjouw &
Schankerman, 2001). Especially most cases are settled privately out of court,
only about five percent of such lawsuits go to trial (Hall & Harhoff, 2012).
Therefore, those that survived the more complex and less frequent juridical
procedures, a consequence of patent litigation, can be more valuable than other
patents. In addition, Bessen (2008) showed a litigated patent is nearly six times
more valuable because a litigated patent in average costs half a million dollars,
with the median legal cost of a patent lawsuit being $190,000 at the beginning
phrase and $301,000 through the trail. Thus, following this research line, in
this study, we select the litigated patent to be our valuable patents.
Identifying the determinants of patent value has attracted many
researchers and practitioners for years, and the proposed determinants include
forward and backward citations, length of its renewal, family size, and numbers
of claims (Bessen, 2008; Reitzig, 2003; Sapsalis et al., 2006). Several studies
have further demonstrated that more valuable patents are granted faster,
whereas patent applications of lower values are delayed significantly with
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withdrawals and refusals (Harhoff & Wagner, 2009; Régibeau & Rockett, 2010).
However, how individual event occurred in the patent examination can make
their efforts on patentability so as to influence economic patent value has not
been explored. How the claim eligibility predictors affect patent value have not
been examined either. Through examining patent claim eligibility and process
of patent examination, we hope to explore more indicators to determine the
patent value. Furthermore, we also explore one new database which was just
released by USPTO in 2015, the USPTO patent assignment dataset, which
record the various assignments of patents or patent applications. Such a data
set will allow us to identify more patent value indicators that are related to
assignments.
In this dissertation, we propose a framework to identify the important
predictors for patent claim eligibility, patentability and patent value, and
ultimately construct prediction models. While prior studies in patent analysis
research have proposed many methods based on patent textual documents
(Abbas, Zhang, & Khan, 2014; Tseng, Lin, & Lin, 2007); however, patent claim
data and patent prosecution logs have been largely ignored. In our opinion,
studies on patent claim eligibility and patentability have been insufficiently
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studied. We further explore new patent value indicators based on patent claims,
patent examination log, and patent assignments.
To better understand the impact of these indicators, in our research, we
utilize text-mining, classification models and feature selection techniques to
rank the most significant features. Our experiment results show our patent
claim eligibility model reaches the accuracy of more than 80%, and domain
knowledge features play a crucial role in our prediction model. Based on
sequence learning on patentability, our patentability predictive model can
achieve around 90% accuracy, with time-duration features deem important.
Employing all the datasets information, we build up our patent value prediction
model with around 88% accuracy of all significant features.
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows: Section 2
provides the relevant legal background for subject matter eligibility and patent
examination process. Section 3 reviews the literature on patent analysis, patent
prosecution, and patent value. We then illustrate our approach for each
proposed model in Section 4. The experimental results with the empirical data
in claim eligibility model, patentability model and patent value model are
presented in Section 5.

In the last section, we conclude our research,

summarize current research progress and point out future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Background Information on Patents

2.1. Subject matter eligibility (SME)

In this section, we briefly introduce subject matter eligibility on software patent
and the concept of “abstract ideas” under U.S. patent Law. There are two
criteria for determining subject matter eligibility under 35 U.S. Code §
101 and both must be satisfied. The claimed invention (1) must be directed to
one of the four statutory categories, and (2) must not be wholly directed to
subject matter encompassing a judicially recognized exception (Steinberg
et al., 2015).



35 U.S. Code § 101 - Inventions patentable

“Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine,
manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful
improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions
and requirements of this title.”



Judicially recognized exception.

The statutory categories to exclude: – “Laws of nature, natural phenomena,
and abstract ideas”. Judicial exceptions are the basic tools of scientific and
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technological work, such as scientific principles, naturally occurring
phenomena, mental processes, and mathematical algorithms.
Software is a relatively new subject within the framework of copyrights
and patents. The first copyrighted software was granted in 1964 by the US
Copyright Office. Besides, software patents have been a much shorter history
than software copyright to be recognized as patentable to a limited extent since
the U.S. Supreme Court's Diamond vs. Diehr decision in 1981 (Mossoff, 2014).

After Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank case, the Supreme Court has applied twostep patent eligibility analysis followed by Mayo for determining whether a
patent claim is directed to patent-eligible subject matter. Therefore, USPTO
started to update the Interim Guidance on Patent Subject Matter Eligibility. An
analysis flowchart in Figure 2.1 is provided by the Guidance under Section 101
to help examiners clarify how to identify abstracts ideas by comparing claims
to other examples. In first step, the courts want to determine whether the claims
were directed to the abstract idea. If so, then in second step of the analysis, the
courts should examine whether the claim contained any inventive concept
which can add significantly more than an abstract to transform the claim into
patentable subject matter. The update of the Interim Guidance provides four
categories to find a claim is directed to an abstract idea: (1) fundamental
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economic practices; (2) certain methods to organize human activity; (3) an idea
“of itself” and mathematical relationships or formulas. In addition, examiners
are required to identify the abstract idea by reciting previous claims and have
to explain the reasons that it corresponds to an identified abstract idea when
rejecting a claim based on the abstract idea exception (Kesan & Hayes, 2016;
Moreno, 2015) . Starting in 2014, USPTO has issued the examination guidance
and several supplements explaining how patent examiners evaluate claims for
patent subject matter eligibility under 35 U.S.C. 101 such as 2014 interim
guidance on patent subject matter eligibility and 2015 and 2016 subject matter
eligibility updates. Meanwhile, USPTO has listed more than 80 specific
examples under there four subcategories of abstract ideas. Given the guideline
and supplement cases for evaluating claims for subject matter eligibility can
help us to conduct our research based on their test processes.
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Figure 2.1.2014 Interim Eligibility Guidance Flowchart by USPTO

(Source:https://www.uspto.gov/patents/law/exam/2014_eligibility_qrs.pdf)
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2.2. Patent Examination at United States Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO)

Since 1790, the USPTO provides the protection of inventions by issuing patents
examined in the patent prosecution to determine if the applicants are
patentable under the patent law. A patent application can be granted when the
examiners issue the allowance. Starting in filing a patent application, the
examination process goes through an extensive examination review, and if no
further issues required, the applicant would be informed by issuing an
allowance or a final rejection, thus closing the examination at temporary. After
receiving a final rejection, the applicant has several choices. First, the applicant
can give up seeking patent protection by abandoning the application as
evidenced by failing to respond to the final rejection within the specified period,
usually 3 months. Second, the applicant can choose to continue to seek patent
protection by filing a new continuation application which can be beneficial of
the filing date of the original application. The other option is to file a request
for comminuted examination (RCE) of the original application, by which the
applicant often amend the claims on a generally narrower variation of the
original claims for patent granted. Or the applicant also can decide to file an
appeal with the PTO’s patent Trail and Appeals Board (PTAB) requesting for
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reversing the examiner’s rejections. During the examination process, the
applicant may decide not to continue the process based on various reasons: the
low probability of patentability, or the examiner might modify the claims to
decrease the value of a granted patent. Thus, the process of examination can
only end in either an issued patent or an abandonment (Graham et al., 2015;
Sampat & Lemley, 2009). Per USPTO patent application timeline, Figure 2.2
illustrates an overview of the process for obtaining patents in the United States.
The first phase is filing a provisional Application which is a U.S. utility patent
application filed under Rule 53 (Schankerman & Pakes, 1986). A provisional
application can be entitled a filing date but not requesting for starting the
examination process and claims are not required. In the second phase, a nonprovisional application initializes the examination process and should be filed
within 12 months of a corresponding provisional application. Meanwhile, a
non-provisional application needs to be published electronically for 18 months
from the earliest filing date. After examiner delivering the Office Action (OA),
the applicant should response to OA within 3 months. Examination prosecution
is an ex parte communication between the applicant and the examiner. The
examiner can issue an allowance or a final rejection to the application, while
the applicant can still decide to continue to response final rejection or abandon
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pursuing patent protection of the invention. A Granted patent will have a term
of 20 years from the US filing date of the earliest non-provisional application.

Figure 2.2. USPTO Examination process of Patent Application
(adapted from https://www.uspto.gov/patent/initiatives/uspto-patent-application-initiativestimeline)
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2.3. The USPTO Patent Assignment

A patent assignment, under statement 37 CFR 3.73, is described as the “original
applicant is presumed to be the owner of an application for an original patent,
and any patent that may issue therefrom, unless there is an assignment.” An
assignor can transfer all or part of the right, title, and interest in a patent or
application to an assignee by a legally valid assignment. The USPTO allows two
parties to record optionally patent assignments to maintain a complete history
of transactions in patents both prior to and after patent grant and permits other
types of documents including title (such as certificates of name change and
mergers of businesses) or patent ownership (such as licensing agreements,
security interests, mortgages, and liens) (Marco, Myers, Graham, D'Agostino,
& Apple, 2015). Under Section 261 of the U.S. Patent Act, it explicitly indicates
“an assignment, grant, or conveyance shall be void as against any subsequent
purchaser or mortgagee for valuable consideration, without notice, unless it is
recorded in the Patent and Trademark Office within three months from its date
or prior to the date of such subsequent purchase or mortgage.” Thus, recording
the assignment can protect the patent owner against previous unrecorded and
subsequent assignments. Accordingly, patent owners have strong incentives to
record assignments or changes in ownership within three months of the
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execution of a document (Dykeman & Kopko, 2004).

Nevertheless, despite recorded patent assignments have been maintained
by USPTO for over 40 years, these data in academic research has not been
widely used (Galasso, Schankerman, & Serrano, 2013; Serrano, 2010). First
reason might be recording patent assignments is not mandatory, resulting in
doubt with accuracy of transactions recorded. Second reason might be that
these data is difficult to acquire for research. Therefore, in 2014, under 35 USC
to make patent information open to the public, the USPTO released the Patent
assignment dataset, which contains detailed information on roughly 6 million
assignments and other transactions recorded during the period of 1970- 2014
involving over 10 million U.S. patents and applications. However, one must be
aware of potential biases due to selectively voluntary recording. The data files
structure provided by the dataset is described below (See Figure 2.3). Figure
2.4 shows an example as provided by Marco et al. (2015) to demonstrate the
relationship between twelve recorded transactions for patent 5,216,281.
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Figure 0.2. USPTO Assignment Dataset Structure of files

Figure 0.3. USPTO Assignment Dataset Example of a broken chain of
conveyance (patent number 5,216,281).
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Chapter 3

Related Work

3.1. Patent Analysis

Interests in patent documents have dramatically increased in recent years and
have resulted in the development of various tools and techniques. With the
unprecedented growth of patent information, the tasks of patent analysis have
become crucial for both industrial and policy perspectives. The automated tools
are established to explore the patent data through visualization, citation
analysis, and patent map analysis through many techniques such as textmining and machine learning for different purposes. Possible patent analysis
tasks include discovering novelty or innovation in patents, tracing patent trends,
identifying the infringements, and determining patent quality or patent value
(Abbas et al., 2014; Tseng et al., 2007).

Due to the complicated content of the patent data, patent analysis must
employ a series of process to conduct a series of structured and unstructured
data management tasks, involving retrieving patent information from
databases, processing and parsing the patent contents, analyzing information
to build various type of models, and ultimately using visualization tools to
demonstrate the analysis results (Abbas et al., 2014). A profound patent
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analysis is not only relevant for being able to determine the novelty of their
patent applications, but also highly important for technology monitoring
purposes between corporations and their competitors (Abraham & Moitra,
2001).

Therefore, a suites of automated tools have been developed to assist
corporations in forecasting future technology trend and determining their
strategic technology planning by constructing patent maps and patent networks
(Choi & Hwang, 2014). For instance, patent network or clustering methods can
be used to explore the technological trends and innovations, while patent map
can assist experts in identifying patents similarities or infringements (Kim &
Song, 2013).

Several previous researches have examined the classification of text
documents and evaluation of the quality of patent documents. These textmining techniques mainly extract textual features from the documents such as
TF-IDF (term-frequency – inverse document frequency) and n-gram keyword
extraction (Feldman & Sanger, 2007). For instance, Tseng et al., (2007)
represent a series of text mining techniques employing the analytical process
on keyword extraction and clustering analysis to create visualized patent map
for further patent analysis. Some studies tend to compare several keyword
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selection criteria by employing keyword frequencies in documents, variances of
keyword frequencies across patent documents, and TF-IDF values (S. Lee, Yoon,
& Park, 2009; Noh, Jo, & Lee, 2015), while others explore the different parts of
patents’ textual documents and extract keywords, such as titles, abstracts,
claims and descriptions (Xie & Miyazaki, 2013). Furthermore, Yoon and Kim
(2012) utilized Subject-Action-Object (SAO) based method to generate patent
map dynamically to effectively identifying technological trend by detecting
vacuums and hotspots. Thus, SAO based text mining techniques have been
widely adopted to analyze unstructured information by connecting the
relationships with key technological components. Drawing upon domain
knowledge, semantic-based text mining techniques can create relationships
among domain specific concepts. The types of the techniques are effective in
identifying the similarities among patents and determining the future
technological trends by logically relating parsed grammatical structures
(Niemann, Moehrle, & Frischkorn, 2017). In addition, to examine patent claim
data, C. Lee, Song, and Park (2013) proposed an approach for semantic analysis
of the claims made in patent documents to identify the infringement, applying
semantic patent claim analysis to evaluate patent infringement risks for a more
general model. This paper also emphasized on capturing the dependency
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relationships that occur among the elements of claims section. Following this
line of research, we adopt the TF-IDF and n-gram techniques and semantic
structure on patent documents, especially on patent claims to build a binary
classification model.

Patent claims refer to the scope of or the protection sought in a patent
application. Therefore, patent claims in many respects should be the most
important part of the patent application because it is the claims that define the
invention for which the Patent Office has granted protection. Patent claims
contain at least one independent claim describing the essential features of the
invention, potentially followed by dependent claim elements covering
additional details. Thereby, these claims can be vertically linked to each other
based on the structure (Lupu, Mayer, Tait, & Trippe, 2011). Nonetheless, there
has been no comprehensive analysis of patent claims. Thus, in this research, we
try to apply extensive text-mining techniques on patent claims and claim
constructions.

Despite the above-mentioned novel approaches, their analysis is based on
very basic textual patent documents such as patent descriptions, abstract,
patent titles, etc. In this study, building on the prior works we take into account
patent claims and apply more comprehensive Rhetorical Structure Theory
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(RST), such as RST and text quality analysis, to derive more features in
predicting claim eligibility. Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST), which is
proposed by Mann, provides a precise framework that presents the tree-like
discourse structure between sub-sentences in a passage (Mann & Thompson,
1988). Several algorithms have been proposed to construct discourse trees from

textual content, named RST parsers.
Mann & Thompson (1988) defined 24 kinds of relations between text
spans, which can be paragraphs, sentences, or clauses in their RST model. Each
of the relation can consist of one or more "nucleus", which is a part of the span
holding the main idea, and one or more "satellite", considered as less important
part. Figure 3.1 illustrates an example of an RST tree containing two sentences,
"He must not be the murderer. I saw him at the train station ten miles away
from here when this tragedy happened."

This example is an "evidence"

rhetorical relation, showing the first sentence is the nucleus and the second one
is the satellite for the first sentence.

Figure 3.1.An Example of RST relation
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However, there is no application yet for patent analysis using RST
discourse trees. Feng, Lin, Hirst, and Holdings (2014) develop a RST-style textlevel discourse parser, which is the current state-of-art RST parser, improving
the better accuracy than previous methods. We adopt this method into our model
to parse the discourse structure of the content of patent claims since previous
studies have proved its high efficiency and effectiveness, and the RST tool is
relatively easy to implement after installing RST software provided by the RST
parser tool website.
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3.2. Patent Examination

From a managerial perspective, obtaining all detailed information on
administrative procedures at patent offices is very important for inventors or
firms to arrange their patent filing strategies. Thereby continued research has
studied patent examination procedures at various patent offices in United
States, European, and China (Harhoff & Wagner, 2009; Liegsalz & Wagner,
2013; Sampat & Lemley, 2009). Existing studies in the USPTO patents,
however, do not have comprehensive understanding on sequence of
examination process. In this study, we construct our patentability model by
employing sequence learning on patent prosecution data.

Sequence classification has been widely adopted in various applications
such as abnormal detection, biometric analysis, finance and text-mining (Dong
& Pei, 2007). Based on the survey paper (Xing, Pei, & Keogh, 2010), existing
sequence classification methods can be divided into three categories, namely
feature-based classification, sequence-based method, and model-based
classification respectively. Feature-based Approaches transform a sequence
into different features, applying into classical classification methods. Due to the
length of sequence and features, feature selection is imperative for this method.
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The second one is sequence distance based classification, which measures the
similarity between sequences and determines the quality of the classification
significantly. The third category is model-based classification by employing
models to classify sequential data such as Hidden Markov model (HMM) and
other statistical models. The first category of approaches need is to convert a
sequence into a feature vector. A n-gram is a short sequence segment of n
consecutive items, extracted as a feature to maintain the order of the elements
in a sequence. A feature vector in a n-gram sequence can be selected by the
occurrence of the n-grams or the frequencies of the n-grams elements.
Sequences, with n-grams as features, can be applied to a standard classification
method. For example, a genetic sequence can be converted into n-gram
sequence and classified by nearest-neighbor or random forest algorithm
(Chuzhanova, Jones, & Margetts, 1998; Díaz-Uriarte & De Andres, 2006).

Nevertheless, there are three major challenges for sequence classification.
First, the traditional machine learning classifiers, such as decision trees and
neural networks, are trained by inputting vector of features. Second, even if
feature selection methods are well developed, but it is still difficult to convert a
sequence into a set of features. Due to the complexity of high dimension of the
feature derived from the sequence data, the computation can be very costly.
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Third, interpreting the sequence features based on a sequence classifier is very
perplexed since there are no explicit features. In this work, we adopt the ngram feature-based classification to be our baseline model and feature
selection model.

In addition, time-series sequence data are valuable information not only
can seek a value or event at a specific time, but also analyze the frequency of
particular events related by time-series sequential relationship (Das, Lin,
Mannila, Renganathan, & Smyth, 1998). Time series classification has attracted
lots of interest recently, finding applications in domains such as finance,
medicine, and industry (Bishop, 2006). Previous studies have been proposed
many algorithms for time series classification, including decision trees
(Rodríguez & Alonso, 2004) or SVM (Tay & Cao, 2002). Without complicated
distribution of time, in our research, we add the time duration features derived
from two events to our sequence-learning algorithm and apply the random
forest algorithm to predict the patentability.
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3.3. Patent Value

The definition of patent value varied for different purposes and parties,
including analyzing innovation process, measuring the financial return of
patents, and accessing the contribution to firm value. Different purposes can
imply different definitions and various approaches of measurement. Especially,
due to the high skewed distribution of patent value, the task of measuring the
private value of a patent has become difficult one.
Patent private value from an individual patent can be accessed in various
ways, such as by licensed patent or licensing revenues (Gambardella, Giuri, &
Luzzi, 2007; Sampat & Ziedonis, 2004), by renewal information (Bessen, 2008;
Harhoff, Narin, Scherer, & Vopel, 1999), by opposition and litigation history
(Allison et al., 2003; Harhoff & Reitzig, 2004; Marco, 2005), and by survey
measures of subjective value or firm market value (Gambardella, Harhoff, &
Verspagen, 2008; Harhoff et al., 1999; Harhoff et al., 2003). Patent value
constructs are not directly defined in the patent literature. Thus, Harhoff et al.,
(2003) give a useful discussion on the complexity of private patent value, which
evaluate value of patent by utilizing additional information correlated with the
real value of the patent. This strategy is to examine a set of variables correlated
with value and to employ the regression function to approximate real patent
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value and test hypotheses on its value determinants. Moreover, for clarifying
the importance of the definition, it is helpful to consider various value
constructs in the context of a simple theoretical model. Following this research
line, our research use various information derived from patent applications,
examination process and from the assignment dataset to model the value of
patents.

3.3.1. Determining Valuable Patents
Most of the literature measures the value of a patent by patent renewal data due
to high maintenance cost (Lanjouw et al., 1998; Schankerman & Pakes, 1986).
Gambardella et al. (2007) argue that licensed patents have a higher economic
value, because the licensee have to acquire the license at a price. Even if not all
valuable patents will be licensed, patents can be licensed for revenue which
might be more valuable than only owning patents.
Additionally, patents of higher value are more likely to be litigated.
Patent litigaion is a relatively rare event and recent studies have presented that
litigated patents tend to be most privately valuable patents (Allison et al., 2003;
Hall & Harhoff, 2012). Gossart, Ozaygen, and Ozman (2016) examined the
nature of LED-related litigated and non-litigated patents, and explore the main
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drivers of patent lawsuits. The results indicate that litigated LED patents are of
significantly higher scientific quality compared to nonlitigated ones.
Meanwhile, M. Lemley (2016) justified that litigated patents are a good proxy
for valuable patents and found that the most valuable patents are also the most
complex and the ones that take the longest time to prosecute in the
administrative process. Following on research line, in our research, we select
some distictive litgated cases to serve as the valuable patents in our groundtruth data.
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3.3.2. Patent Value Determinants based on Citation Analysis
Citation analysis has been extensively used by scholars for evaluating the value
of patent. The pioneering work on citations analysis, starting from Trajtenberg
(1990) found that patent citations are highly correlated not only to private value
but to social value of innovations in Computed Tomography (Vroom) scanner
study. Trajtenberg, Henderson, & Jaffe (1997) demonstrated the construction
of measures for innovations using patent backward and forward citations to
measure their originality and generality. Drawing upon the concept of
originality and generality, originality is defined as the number of citations made
and generality the number of citations received, Hall, Jaffe, & Trajtenberg
(2001) constructed the NBER Patent Citations Data File for measuring the role
of knowledge in economy. Hall, Jaffe, & Trajtenberg (2005) proposed a
citation-weighted measure of patents, and they discoverd that the citations are
highly related to the firm market value.
However, citation counts can cause significant measure error and bias
into analysis due to failing to correct the time gap between the date which the
patent is applied and issued in the truncation of the standard databases (Josh
Lerner & Seru, 2015). Some approaches are proposed to reduce the truncation
issue. For example, Jaffe and Trajtenberg (1996) used un-truncated dataset to
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estimate the distribution function of the citations over time and Josh Lerner,
Sorensen, and Strömberg (2011) only used citations in a short window after
patents granted to avoid the truncation issues. In this dissertation, we highlight
an important change in patent citations in the last five years after patent issued
using raw counts for such measures.
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3.3.3. Other Patent Value determinants
The value of a patent is always difficult to determine. Many studies have
proposed various measurements to approximate the true value of patents,
which could be reflected in the citations statistics, length of its renewal, the
geographical scope of protection of a patent (family size) and oppositions
(Bessen, 2008; Harhoff, Scherer, & Vopel, 2003; Reitzig, 2003). For a recent
overview, Bessen (2008) have estimated patent value by patent renewal data.
The U.S. data only requires three payments of maintenance fees. Thus, there is
a limitation of U.S. patent renewal data. It still can indicate the less valuable
patents when the patent expired by fee relation. They also consider the small
entity indicator to show that patents owned by small entities are dramatically
less valuable than patents owned by large entities.
Sapsalis & van Pottelsberghe (2007) proposed a framework to identify
four broad value indicators: (1) the scientific background of a patent, which is
measured by the number of non-patent citations, (2) the technical background
of a patent, which is measured by backward patent citations, (3) the
geographical scope for patent protection, which is measured by the number of
countries where the patent has applied for (i.e., family size), and (4) the
propensity to collaborate, which is measured by the number of inventors or co-
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assignees. This paper improves our understanding by presenting the four
determinants (non-patent citations, backward citations, family size and team
size of inventors) to measure the value of patent.
In addition, previous studies have been conducted on evaluating the
value of patent or trying to improve it by the administrative process (Boalick,
2003; Guerrini, 2013; Nagaoka, Motohashi, & Goto, 2010; Rai, 2013). For
instance, Kashima (2009) introduce a predictive modeling approach by textmining and several machine learning techniques based on the characteristics
features of the patents to predict the patent legal validity and patent quality.
Furthermore, Hido et al. (2012) propose a model computing the patentability
score based on a set of features variables including text contents of patent
documents. Surprisingly, few research examine the process of patent
prosecution to obtain a patent grant (Graham et al., 2015).
Reitzig (2004) have examined the validity of the indicators and reported
that request for the accelerated examination request on patent prosecution,
number of independent claims or dependent claims are all significant
indicators to the patent value. However, it would be great if an indicator can be
measured earlier in a patient’s life for its future economic performance. Because
some of these measures are regarding events occurred long after obtaining or
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maintaining the patent (e.g., family size, renewals, and forward citations).
However, validating many indicators in patent earlier life has not been widely
studied. The challenge is the timing of data availability from public databases
in the lifetime of the patent (Reitzig, 2004).
Moreover, some studies also examine patent claims to be an indicator of
patent value or patent quality. For example, Hasan, Spangler, Griffin, and Alba
(2009) propose a Claim Originality Analysis (COA) to build a patent ranking
software, that the value of the patents by evaluating the important phrases that
appear in the patent claims. Yan Liu et al. (2011) also examine several indicators
including patent claim originality to predict patent quality.
Fischer and Leidinger (2014) use real-world sale prices obtained from
Ocean Tomo, a patent auction platform to empirically test various predictors
on patent value including forward citations, backward reference, backward
reference with non-patent, number of four-digit IPC classes, patent age,
reassignments and family size and the result found forward citations, and the
patient’s family size and numbers of claims are vital to the patent value. Among
all the patent value indicators, the most wildly used determinants are the
number of forward patent citations, the number of backward patent citations
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and family size. Other value indicators are renewal data, number of claims and
non-patent citations (Van Zeebroeck, 2011).
Following in this vein, despite the above-mentioned significant
indicators, we are interested in finding more determinants of patent value by
extracting features from claim-level analysis, patent prosecution data and
patent recorded assignments. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first one
to utilize patent claims to predict patent subject matter eligibility, while
employing patent prosecution process and patent assignment dataset to predict
patent value to build up the patent predictive model.
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3.4. Machine Learning Classifiers
To predict the eligibility or patent value, we need to build the predictive model.
In our work, several machine learning methods is applied to construct the
prediction model.

The state-of-the-art methods, ensemble learning and

boosting have been recently used to improve the performance of any machinelearning models, including regression and classification algorithms. The basic
idea of boosting is to gradually reduce the error in every iteration, and of the
various morphs of boosting machines, the definition of error and ways to reduce
it differ. For example, AdaBoost fits an ensemble model in a forward stage-wise
manner, which means in each iteration, the machine introduces a weak learner
on the data and tries to label the misclassified data in the previous stage with
correct class (Freund & Schapire, 1995). In AdaBoost, the shortcomings to be
minimized are identified by high-weight data points, which are the
aforementioned misclassified data. The gradient boosting machine shares the
same concept as AdaBoost and correct the mistake throughout the iterations
and further combines the gradient descent and boosting in order to minimize
the error function by moving in the opposite direction of the gradient (J. H.
Friedman, 2001). In our work, we use the eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)
(Chen & Guestrin, 2016), which extends the gradient boosting and strengthen
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its ability in sampling and multithreaded process, and Random Forest
algorithm as our boosting algorithm to rank the importance of our proposed
feature sets. Each of the classifiers applied in this research is summarized in
Table 3-1.
Table 3-1 Summary of the applied classifiers

Classifier

Description

Logistic
Regression(LR)

Logistic regression is a widely-known
Minka (2003)
statistics method and can be used for binary
classification or for predicting the certainty of
a binary outcome.
Random forest is an ensemble learning
Breiman (2001)
method for classification and regression,
where set of trees forms a forest and each of
the tree can vote the outcomes.

Random
Forest(RF)

Reference

AdaBoost(Ada)

AdaBoost algorithm is an iterative procedure
and combines many week classifiers, which
builds the model in a stage-wise fashion and
generalizes them by allowing optimization of
an arbitrary differentiable loss function.

Freund and Schapire
(1995)

Gradient
Boosting(GRD)

Gradient boosting is similar to AdaBoost
algorithm, which generates a prediction
model in the form of an ensemble of weak
prediction models.

J. H. Friedman

XGBoost

XGBoost is short for eXtreme Gradient
Boosting algorithm, a scalable tree boosting
system. It is an efficient and scalable
implementation of gradient boosting
framework

Chen and Guestrin
(2016)

(2001)

To evaluate models implemented by each classifier, a 10-fold crossvalidation approach was applied. In this method, the data was divided into ten
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randomly split subsets, where 9 subsets were used as training data to build the
model and the other one was the testing set to test the trained model. The
results of the 10 folds were then averaged to compute the results. This 10-folds
method allows the reliable estimation of predicative quality of the developed
models for future prediction.
Furthermore, while implementing within the 10-folds cross validation,
we also try to solve the imbalance sampling problems. The balancing issue
occurs when there is a large difference between the numbers of samples in the
different classes. While the imbalanced ratio is greater, the algorithm will favor
the class with the larger number of samples, the majority class. Thus, during
our experiment, we utilize the imbalance learning tools from python imbalancelearn package (Lemaitre, Nogueira, & Aridas, 2017). This method can generate
noisy samples by interpolating new sample between marginal outliers and
inliers in which we balance the number of our training examples.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

4.1. Research Framework for Patent Predictive model

Figure 4.1 shows the research framework for our approach. As can be seen,
the research framework consists of two main modules, namely model training
and model prediction. The proposed approach employs various methods to
extract features of patent claims, patent prosecution data, and other patent
application meta data. Features of patent claims are used to construct a claim
eligibility model, which can be used to predict the eligibility of a given claim.
The patent prosecution data are used to construct the sequence classification
model for predicting patentability. Finally, various derived features, including
claim aggregated probability features, state prediction probability features, and
other patent information derived from previous works are used for constructing
the patent value predictive model.
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Figure 4.1 The research framework for Patent Predictive Model
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4.2. Data Collecting and Data Processing

We collect various databases about US patents/applications for our research
purposes. We detail each database in the following subsections.

4.2.1. Patent Data
Patent information is regarded as a valuable source for discovering technology
trends and establishing innovation strategies. An example patent is shown in
Figure 4.2. These patent documents are easy to acquire and fully open to the
public. For instance, USPTO recently provides several bulk database download
websites for public access (https://bulkdata.uspto.gov/) and releases several
useful research datasets for public access and academic research (shown in
Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.2 An Example of Paten Data

Figure 4.3 USPTO Research Datasets
(***source: https://www.uspto.gov/learning-and-resources/)
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In this work, we scrape data from the USPTO website, which provides
historical data back to 1975 in electronic textual files. We collect both granted
patent and application in full-text XML files and store into MySQL database.
Specifically, the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system,
launched in 1998 and upgraded in 2003, provides an Internet-based window
for the public to access patent application information. Furthermore, USPTO
released Patent Examination Dataset and Patent Assignment Research Dataset
which provide precious information for all applications prior to January 1, 2015.
The Office of the Chief Economist (OCE) requires UPSTO to release patent
database for public use and academic research to advance improvement on
matters related to intellectual property, entrepreneurship, and innovation.
Since these data have not been widely accessed in the research community, OCE
also provides several supplementary documentations to delineate the dataset
and reveal initial research result with many appendices that describe more
details about data schemes (Graham et al., 2015).
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4.2.2. Litigation Database
Due to the data collection problem, research on patent litigation is much
difficult because collecting data requires accessing the records of courts in
several various jurisdictions. However, with the increasing number of interests
in patent litigation each year, recently some private companies offer tools for
searching and analyzing thousands of patent lawsuits as well as visualization
capability on patent litigation analysis. MaxVal's Patent Litigation Databank is
one such comprehensive patent litigation database, which provides access to
over 91,000 patent litigations filed since 1980 with cases from US District
Courts, CAFC, Supreme Court, and ITC. Litigation databank from MaxVal
offers free academic access, allowing us to acquire complex litigation data
without incurring any other expenses. Therefore, we can select the litigation
cases on query window on their website as below (http://litigation.maxvalip.com/):
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Figure 4.4 Litigation Bank Query page and results

After patent data collection, we employ various methods on each phrase
to create sets of features of the predictive model. In the beginning, we use textmining techniques and graph traversal algorithm to process the textual
information and to construct the dependent claims into hierarchical relations
respectively. In our work, we examine patent eligibility in claim–level analysis
and patentability and patent value in patent-level analysis.
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4.3. Patent Claim Eligibility Model
4.3.1. Feature Extraction
Patent claims can be distinguished into dependent and independent claims
based on their structures. Each patent must have at least one independent claim,
followed by several dependent claims. An independent claim is a claim that
defines an invention with all the necessary elements to be stand-alone. An
example of the US patent claims Tree is shown in Figure 4.5, where claims are
listed with a numeric label to each of them. Patent claims are the most
significant part of the patent as they define those aspects of the invention that
are protected by the patent.
Additionally, patent claim text is very different from the ordinary text
such as newspapers. Thus applying text mining techniques to analyze patent
claims require the understanding of claim structure in order to achieve high
performance. Dependent claims describe more details following the
independent claim and usually contain just one single feature or phrase that
gives further explanations on the independent claim (Haupt, Kloyer, & Lange,
2007). For two reasons, we assume that the independent claims contain more
significant information for claim-level textual analysis. First, dependent claims
usually represent just one single sentence or one phrase. Due to word limits, it
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is hard to implement text-mining techniques on only one sentence or few words,
especially, textual discourse structure analyses. Second, drawing upon Interim
Guidance, the released documents only examine independent claims to
determine whether the claim is directed to patent subject matter eligibility.
Thereby, in this research, analysis on patent claim level, we only examine
independent claims and extract their textual features.

Figure 4.5 US9489681 Patent Claims Tree

Baseline features. TF-IDF (Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency)
is absolutely the most widely-used technique for computing text feature values,
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which is a statistic method to reflect how important a word is to a document in
corpus (Robertson, 2004). TF-IDF can be used to compute the importance of
words appeared in patent claims as well. However, the computational cost
increases linearly with the number of words used. Thus, in this work, we select
TF-IDF features before building the model by using ExtraTreeClassifier, a
Python Sklearn ensemble package, which utilizes randomized decision trees to
select the best features (Geurts, Ernst, & Wehenkel, 2006). Furthermore, we
examine the different combination of thresholds to identify the best word
vectors, which serve as our baseline features.

Domain Knowledge Features. Since Alice, USPTO released several interim
guidance documents and worksheets for examiners to distinguish the
abstractness of the claims and ultimately determine the patent claims’
eligibility. In this work, we utilize the 66 cases based on USPTO official
guidance document (July 2015 Update: Subject Matter Eligibility). This
document provides further information regarding how examiners identify
abstract ideas for each case. The courts avoid giving a definition on abstract
ideas, other than by cases. Therefore, examiners are trained to refer to these
precedents to identify abstract ideas by way of comparison to those abstract
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concepts already identified. Accordingly, the 2015 updated guidance document
provides further information about identifying abstract ideas drawing upon
Supreme Court and Federal Circuit eligibility decisions with judicial descriptors.
In this document, each case contains claims that are classified into four abstract
idea categories, namely economic, human, idea, and math.
Following each eligibility decision on abstract idea categories, we classify
each claim based on 66 USPTO example cases into four abstract idea categories
respectively. Thereby, we design four abstractness features by comparing with
each claim with abstract claims in the four classified categories. The value of an
abstractness feature is the maximum cosine-similarity of each claim and the
claims in the pertaining category. The algorithm for computing abstractness for
each claim is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Abstract Similarity Features Algorithm

Besides, we employ information gain to identify the top 30
distinguishable words in patent claims that are best in distinguishing eligible
and ineligible claims, focusing on verb and noun words. The occurrence of each
word in the independent claim serves as the corresponding feature value. We
adopt information gain as a measure for distinguishing eligible and ineligible
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claims by identifying most distinguishable words from official cases. Let
ci denote the set of categories and information gain of each term t formula IG(t)
is defined by the following expression (Yang & Pedersen, 1997):

IG(t) = − ∑ Pr(ci ) log Pr (ci ) + Pr(t) + Pr(t) ∑ Pr(ci | t) log Pr(ci | t)
i

i

+ Pr(t)̅ ∑ Pr(ci |t̅ ) log Pr(ci | t)̅ (1)
i

It is widely used as a term goodness criterion in textual documents.
Higher information gain indicates that a term is a better indicator to distinguish
between eligible claims from ineligible claims. The distinguishable words with
top 30 highest IG scores in both verb and noun are as follows: acquire, arise,
alters, clear, cover, desire, electrophoresing, exceed, extend, feed, inserts,
length, loss, maturity, modification, notify, path, pick, play, plane, polypeptide,
produce, point, put, quote, ratio, requirement, strand, turn and word.
After computing all the similarities and information gain score, we
extract 34 features to be our domain knowledge feature set (see Table 4.1).
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Table 4-1. Domain Knowledge Features

Feature Name

Data Type

Description

Abstract_economic float

The similarity value with economic practice category
of abstractness

Abstract_human

float

The similarity value with human activity category of
abstractness

Abstract_idea

float

The similarity value with only idea itself category of
abstractness

Abstract_math

float

The similarity value with mathematical formula
category of abstractness

30 distinguishable
Words

int

Frequency of top 30 words in information gain

Common Text Features Lastly, we examine the quality of patent claims by
their readability index (Yang Liu, Huang, An, & Yu, 2008). Several previous
studies also verify the quality of text based on the readability of the text, the
reputation of the writers, and various content features based on the content
terms (Ghose & Ipeirotis, 2011). We include several common textual statistics
in our feature set. To enhance our text quality analysis, we also consider
readability. Readability of text is to measure how accessible the texts are.
Existing research in many fields has proved that readability is a simple but very
effective indicator about the writer’s capabilities (Gao & Lin, 2016). We
consider the four popular readability indicators, namely ARI, FKGrade,
CLIndex, GFog as follows:
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the Automated Readability Index (ARI),
0.5(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒) + 4.71(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑) − 21.43 (2)



Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level,

206.835 − 1.015 (



Gunning Fog Index,
0.4 [



𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑙 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑙 𝑠𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠
) − 84.6 (
) (3)
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
+ 100 (
)] (4)
𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠
𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠

Coleman-Liau Index,

0.0588𝐿 − 0.296𝑆 − 15.8 (5)

where L is the average number of letters per 100 words and S is the average
number of sentences per 100 words.
The readability scores estimate how easily the text to be understood.
After calculating all scores, we produce four features to be our readability
feature set.
Moreover, we also examine the textual structure of the claims. Rhetorical
Structure Theory (RST), which was proposed by Mann and Thompson (1988)
Mann & Thompson (1988), provides a precise framework that presents the treelike discourse structure between text spans in a passage (Kumar & Stonebraker,
1988). RST defines 23 relations to describe the connection between two text
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spans, a meaningful piece in a passage, which can be a sentence or a clause, At
least one of the two text spans is marked as "nucleus", which indicates that the
text span holds the main idea, while the others are "satellite" that are
considered less important. Take the relation “Elaboration” as an example, a
two-clause structure is defined, and both of the elements participating in this
relation must be nucleus and satellite to show the explainable situation between
the two clauses.
Many past studies that incorporate RST in the domains of text mining
have been proposed (Chengcheng, 2010; Hirao et al., 2015). We select a stateof-art RST research, where RST parser achieves the high accuracy on discourse
labeling, shown in Feng and Hirst (2014). Based on Feng et al. (2014), this
research provides detailed RST-style discourse parser written in python on
their website. It is easy to implement after setting up all requirements. However,
we still need to modify it to fit our environments. After installing the RST
programs, we start to construct an RST tree through RST parsers by inputting
each patent independent claim text. Through the discourse parsing process,
each claim is parsed to a complete structure of RST relations for constructing a
tree. RST tree is composed of a set of related nodes and clause nodes. In each
relation node, which may consist of two child nodes or more, the nucleus-
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satellite indicator will be recorded, and the type of RST relation of the node will
also be specified. In the clause nodes, the text of the sub-sentence and the n-s
indicator are recorded. After parsing each independent claim by RST parser, we
aggregate 14 RST relations as our features to examine the textual structure of
the claims. Discourse relations may involve a nucleus and a satellite or they may
be multinuclear, thus separating them into 14 RST relations as 26 features.
Afterwards, combined with four readability index features, we extract 30
features into our common text feature sets (see table 4.2).
Table 4-2 Common Text Features

Feature Name

Data Type

Description

readability_ari

float

Average automated readability index of
the patent claims

readability_FKGrade

float

Average automated readability index of
the patent claims

readability_CLIndex

float

Average automated readability index of
the patent claims

readability_GFog

float

Average automated readability index of
the patent claims

RST_Elaboration_N

int

Number of RST Elaboration relations in
Nucleus

RST_Elaboration_S

int

Number of RST Elaboration relations in
Satellite

RST_Attribution_N

int

Number of RST Attribution relations in
Nucleus

RST_Attribution_S

int

Number of RST Attribution relations in
Satellite

RST_same_unit_N

int

Number of RST same_unit relations in
Nucleus

RST_Joint_N

int

Number of RST Joint relations in Nucleus
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RST_Manner_Means_N

int

Number of RST Manner_Means relations
in Nucleus

RST_Manner_Means_S

int

Number of RST Manner_Means relations
in Satellite

RST_ Enablement_N

int

Number of RST Enablement relations in
Nucleus

RST_ Enablement_S

int

Number of RST Enablement relations in
Satellite

RST_ Background _N

int

Number of RST Background relations in
Nucleus

RST_ Background _S

int

Number of RST Background relations in
Satellite

RST_Condition_N

int

Number of RST Condition relations in
Nucleus

RST_Condition_S

int

Number of RST Condition relations in
Satellite

RST_Textualorganization_N

int

Number of RST Textual-organization
relation in Nucleus

RST_Textualorganization_S

int

Number of RST Textual-organization
relation in Satellite

RST_Temporal_N

int

Number of RST Temporal relation in
Nucleus

RST_Temporal_S

int

Number of RST Temporal relation in
Satellite

RST_Cause_N

int

Number of RST Cause relation in Nucleus

RST_Cause_S

int

Number of RST Cause relation in Satellite

RST_Explanation_N

int

Number of RST Explanation relation in
Nucleus

RST_Explanation_S

int

Number of RST Explanation relation in
Satellite

RST_Summary_N

int

Number of RST Summary relation in
Nucleus

RST_Summary_S

int

Number of RST Summary relation in
Satellite

RST_Contrast _N

int

Number of RST Contrast relation in
Nucleus

RST_Contrast_S

int

Number of RST Contrast relation in
Satellite
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4.3.2. Patent Eligibility Model
To predict the eligibility of each claim, we develop the predictive model.
Given a training data set with the set of features defined in Section 4.4.1, our
goal is to find an optimal classifier as the prediction model for the maximal
accuracy. In our work, we adopt all the classifiers listed on the Table 1 to
evaluate the predictive performance of the patent claim eligibility model and to
rank our feature set importance as well. The obvious advantage of Gradient
Boosting or random forest approach is that the trained model can be
interpreted to examine which feature has a significant impact on the
predictions. Thus, it is very useful for users to explain in the real-world
applications of machine learning.
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4.4. Patent Prosecution Model

4.4.1. Feature Extraction
We are interested in not only predicting the patentability of a patent application,
but also examining the determinants of process of examination that lead to a
patent grant or rejection. Based on USPTO PAIR research database, we collect
all the transaction history records during the patent examination process. An
example transaction history of a patent application, including each date and
transaction description, is shown in Figure 4.7. Our baseline approach is to
apply simple sequence classification by n-gram features. As the occurrence and
timing of events incurred in process of examination could be crucial for
patentability, we further incorporate the time duration of certain events in
patent examination in constructing features for our model. Moreover, we also
estimate the probability of the patentability during different time periods.
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Figure 4.7 An Example of Patent Transaction History and n-gram example
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Baseline features. In this model, we adopt n-gram sequence classification to
be our baseline feature set. In sequential supervised learning, it is widely used
that a fixed-sized neighborhood of features is relevant for predicting each
output value, which is n-gram sequence learning Graves (2012). For example,
assumed Tri-gram sequence means a neighborhood of size 3. Thus, we then
utilize 𝑋𝑖,𝑡−1, 𝑋𝑖,𝑡 , 𝑋𝑖,𝑡+1 to predict 𝑌𝑖 . Three different n-gram models are
employed to predict the patentability, namely, Uni-gram, Bi-gram and Trigram sequence classification are our baseline feature sets see Table 4.3.

Table 4-3 Prosecution Baseline Features

Feature Name

Data Type

Description

Uni-gram

float

Number of times the Uni-gram appeared in
each patent sequence

Bi-gram

float

Number of times the Bi-gram appeared in
each patent sequence

Tri-gram

float

Number of times the Tri-gram appeared in
each patent sequence

Time-Duration Features PAIR research dataset on process of patent
examination also indicate the recorded date for each event. Therefore, to
improve the sequence learning result, we add duration time in bigram
sequence to our supervised sequence classification model. Thereby, we have to
transform each unique event into a unique code for our input features (See
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table 4.4).

Table 4-4 Prosecution Time Duration Features

Feature Name

Data Type

Description

Firstevent

String/
Categorical

a unique categorical code for the first event

SecondEvent

String/
Categorical

a unique categorical code for the second event

Duration

float

Time duration between first event and second
event in each patent sequence

4.4.2. Patentability Prosecution Model
Based on Graves (2012), we adopt the different time periods method which can
convert the sequential supervised learning into the classical supervised learning.
The advantage of this different time periods method is that it allows us to
examine the prediction accuracy of a prediction model at different time period
in time-series and sequence data. The method develops a window classifier 𝑆𝑤
that can match an input window of width w into each output value of y. For
instance, let 𝑑 = (𝑤 − 1)/2, which means the “half-width” of the window where
make the window classifier 𝑆𝑤 predict the value 𝑦𝑖,𝑡 based on window ⟨𝑥𝑖,𝑡−𝑑 ,
𝑥𝑖,𝑡−𝑑+1 ,……..,𝑥𝑖,𝑡 , … . . 𝑥𝑖,𝑡+𝑑−1 , 𝑥𝑖,𝑡+𝑑 ⟩. The window classifier 𝑆𝑤 can be trained to
any classical supervised learning algorithm by converting each sequential
training data (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ).
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If underlying process unknown, we also can construct model to predict
next event in a sequence by Markov chain Model (Dietterich, 2002) . In general,
product rule expresses joint distribution for a sequence. Thus, we employ firstorder Markov chain which implies that each observation independent of all
previous observations to predict next event. We expect to capture some
regularities with bigrams (e.g., q nearly always followed by u, very rarely by j ).
Furthermore, in order to measure the likelihood of the value 𝑦𝑖 , by
sequential data, we have to calculate the probability of value 𝑦𝑖 instead of the
binary result. Random Forest has been very widely used “ensemble learning”,
which can generate many classifiers and aggregate their results (Liaw & Wiener,
2002). Specially, Random Forest algorithm is well suited for microarray data.
It can still achieve excellent performance even when most predictive variables
are noise (Díaz-Uriarte & Alvarez de Andrés, 2006; Geurts et al., 2006) . Thus,
in this research, the Random Forest algorithm is adopted to predict the
patentability by each event probability.
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4.5. Patent Value Model

4.5.1. Feature Extraction
We follow the definition of the patent private value as the asset value as
proposed in (Fischer & Leidinger, 2014; Harhoff et al., 2003). Many previous
studies proposed indicators based on patent databases, including the number
of citations, family size, renewal data, and patent scope, which have been found
to be correlated with the value of patents (Hall, Jaffe, & Trajtenberg, 2005;
Harhoff et al., 2003; Van Zeebroeck, 2011). The objective of this model is to
extract all features that could be indicative of a valuable patent. As a
prerequisite, we select our baseline features as those that are found to be
significant correlated to patent value by previous works. Then we add features
derived from two newly released patent databases, patent assignments and
patent transactions. Furthermore, combined with features derived from patent
claim-level model, we construct our patent value model with new features and
to examine the extent to which they are associated with the value of patents.
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Baseline features Substantial prior studies have examined several significant
indicators which are highly correlated with patent value. They are summarized
as follows.
1. Patent Scope: ample studies in patent literature have long discovered that
the patent scope may be an important determinant of the patent value,
usually the larger the better. However, the scope of a patent is usually hard
to measure and determine (Cohen & Lemley, 2001). Patent’s scope could be
reflected by its claims. While Lanjouw and Schankerman (2001) proposed
that the more likely a patent is litigated, the more number of claims of a
patent has. Thus, we adopt the method by Lanjouw and Schankerman (1997)
to compute the number of claims to be one of the patent scope indicators.
Meanwhile, following the work of Joshua Lerner (1994), we generate
another measure of scope by computing the number of IPC and USPC
(United State Classification Code) classification codes in the patent
document for the breadth of the patent.
2. Patent Family Size:
A patent family as defined by Van Pottelsberghe, Denis, and Guellec (2001)
is the set of patents characterised by the same priority number that are filed
in different countries to protect the same invention, thus represented by the
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number of countries for the patent filed. Due to the incurring filing costs in
different countries, patents with high expected value are more likely to be
expanded abroad. Many previous studies have proved that family size has
postiviely corrlated with patent or firm value (Harhoff et al., 2003; Lanjouw
et al., 1998; Putnam, 1997). We focused on patent families whose family
memebers are across different coutries in addition to the United States.
3. Patent Citations:
Forward citation is a well-known indicator to reflect the technological
importance of the patent. A patent with higer forward citations means that
more inventions are built upon the underlying invention and tends to yield
more value for the owner. Some points should be considered as forward
citation being used. First, patent forward citations takes time to cumulate,
thus suffering from a truncation problem. Second, the laws and pracitces
regarding citations are different across countries (Nagaoka et al., 2010).
Considerable evdiences have indicated that forward citation is highly
related to not only social value but also patent value (Harhoff et al., 2003;
Trajtenberg, 1990). Citataions to other patents are backward citations, or to
the non-patent literature are based on scienficit knowleage as mentioned in
the related work. Accordign to Trajtenberg, Henderson, and Jaffe (1997), we
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compute patent originality index derived from backward citations and
generality index derived from forward citations by using Herfindahl index
of concertraion, where Ncitedk or Ncitingk are the number of citations in
the USPC or CPC classification code. The Formula is below:
𝑁

𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 − ∑(
𝑘=1
𝑁

𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 − ∑(
𝑘=1

𝑁𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑘 2
) (7)
𝑁𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑁𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑘 2
) (8)
𝑁𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔

where k is the index of a patent classe ( we adopt USPC and CPC separately),
and 𝑁 is the number of classes to which the citing or cited patent belong.
These two measures will be high if a patent cites or is cited by other patent
records that belong to a wide range of technological fields, The measure is
zero if the patent’s backward citations or forward citations belong to a
single USPC class. Addtionally, we also employ the backward citations to
obtain the technology cycle index, which is the median age of the earlier
US patents reference cited in the company’s new patents. The cycle index
varies quite widely, from four to five years for some advanced technology
to more than fifteen years for slow moving traditional technology of
patenting. A patent with very short technology cycle time means that citing
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more modern technologies . Thus, the lower the number, the closer the

patent is to new inventions (Karki, 1997).
4. Other Indicators:
The inventors team size: The number of inventors indicates the
propensity to collaborate (measured by number of co-inventors) (Reitzig,
2004).
Small entity indicators: The coefficients on the entity size dummy
variable to examine the company size and patent value (Bessen, 2008). The
small entity indicators are provided by the USPTO application dataset by
the company’s revenue.
Examination Duration: the time span from the filing date to the patent
issue date for each patent (Harhoff & Wagner, 2009).
Claim Length: the total word counts of all claims in each patent (Okada,
Naito, & Nagaoka, 2016).
The above mentioned features, categorized in four types, are summarized in
Table 4.5:
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Table 4-5 Patent Value Baseline Features

Feature Name

Data
Type

Feature
Type

Description

Patent_IPC

int

Patent
Scope

The number of 4-dignit IPC for
focal patent

Patent_USPC

int

Patent
Scope

The number of 3-dignit USPC for
focal patent

Patent_Claims

int

Patent
Scope

Number of total claims for focal
patent

Forward_citations

int

Patent
Citation

Number of patents citing the
focal patent

Patent_citations

int

Patent
Citation

Number of patents cited by the
focal patent

Non_Patent_citations

int

Patent
Citation

Number of patent citing on other
publications

int

Patent
Family
Size

Number of countries in the
patent family

US_Family_Size

int

Patent
Family
Size

Number of patents in the US
patent family

Inventor_team_size

int

Other

Number of inventors

Small_entity_indicator Boolean

Other

Is a small entity or not

Originality

float

Patent
Citation

Originality from the patent citing

Generality

float

Patent
Citation

Generality from the patent cited

Technology cycle time

float

Patent
Citation

Citations age from the patent
cited

Examination_duration

int

Other

Period from the filing date to the
patent issue date for focal patent

Claim_Length

Int

Other

Total Word Counts of patent
claims for focal patent

Family_Size

Patent Claim Level Features. We further incorporate the four abstractness
features based on our first patent eligibility model. For each abstractness
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feature, the value of the claim that has the maximum value is adopted.
Furthermore, we also use common text feature from patent eligibility model by
computing their readability index to examine the quality of the patent claim. In
summary, our patent claim level features include abstractness in economic
practice, human activity, idea itself and mathematical formula and four textual
readability index (shown in Table 4.6)
Table 4-6 Patent Value Patent Claim-level Features

Feature Name

Data Type

Description

Abstract_economic

float

Maximum claim level economic practice category of
abstractness

Abstract_human

float

Maximum claim level human activity category of
abstractness

Abstract_idea

float

Maximum claim level idea itself category of
abstractness

Abstract_math

float

Maximum claim level mathematical formula
category of abstractness

readability_ari

float

Average automated readability index of the patent
claims

readability_FKGrade float

Average automated readability index of the patent
claims

readability_CLIndex

float

Average automated readability index of the patent
claims

readability_GFog

float

Average automated readability index of the patent
claims

Patent Transactions Features. Number of previous studies have examined
the duration of examination processes for various purposes (Harhoff & Wagner,
2009; Liegsalz & Wagner, 2013; Palangkaraya, Jensen, & Webster, 2008; Popp,
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Juhl, & Johnson, 2004; Sampat & Lemley, 2009). Drawing upon Harhoff and
Wagner (2009) research, we extract several features from patent transaction
dataset, including the transaction log duration, total count of logs, the number
of appeals, the number of final rejection, the number of non-final rejection and
the number of response to final or non-final rejections (listed in Table 4.7).
Table 4-7 Patent Value Patent Transactions Features

Feature Name

Data Type

Description

Duration

int

Duration as derived from transaction log

Log Frequency

int

The total number of transaction log records

Final_rejections

int

The number of final rejection log records

Non_final_rejections int

The number of non-final rejection log records

Appeals

int

The number of appeal log records

Responses

int

The frequency of responses to examiners

Patent Assignment Features.

Based on Patent Assignment dataset

released by USPTO in 2014, we attempt to discover some important patent
value indicators that have not been found from recorded assignments. For
example, unlike most of other value indicators, these recorded assignments are
direct signal of private value (Marco et al., 2015) and indications of secure
financial obligations or licensed or litigated. Therefore, we classify some
assignment features by their conveyance types and compute the assignment
occurred prior their patent issued date.
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Table 4-8 Patent Value Patent Assignment Features

Feature Name

Assignment

Data Type

Description

int

An assignment is a transfer of all or part of its right,
title, and interest by an assignor to assignee in an
application or patent filed with the USPTO.
The number of assignments occurred for focal patent

Security

int

A security is an agreement where a lender takes an
interest in a trademark to secure payment on a loan.
The debtor retains title to the trademark and the lender
can own preferential rights in the property.
The number of security assignments occurred for focal
patent

namechg

int

To change the name or address of a patent or patent
application owner is recorded with the USPTO to
provide public notice of a change of title to the
property.
The number of name changes occurred for focal patent

merger

int

A merger is to reveal the consolidation of patent assets
from two or more merging organizations.
Documentation for mergers is also recorded with the
USPTO to provide public notice of a change of title to
the property.
The number of mergers occurred for focal patent

other

correct

int

The number of other events occurred for focal patent

int

A correction means an amendment or correction to a
prior recording.
The number of correct occurred for focal patent

missing

govern

int

int

The number of missing occurred for focal patent
A government interest agreement can be an
assignment, license, or other interest of the Federal
Government in a patent or patent application.
The number of government interest agreemnts
occurred for focal patent
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release

int

A release is to terminate an existing agreement between
parties. Such transactions in the Dataset largely entail
the release of a security interest by the secured party.
The number of releases occurred for focal patent

ealierAssignments int

The number of all type assignments occurred prior the
patent issued date for focal patent

Assignment and transactional data may supplement other widely-used
patent value indicators such as our baseline features. In fact, very few research
employ information derived from the USPTO patent assignment recording data
and transactional data. We hope our research can identify more patent value
determinants from those newly released datasets.

4.5.2. Patent Value Predictive Model
To predict the patent value and to validate new indicators of patent value, in
our research, we employ the state-of-the-art classifiers listed in Table 1 to
achieve the optimal prediction accuracy. For further analysis, we also design
our models by dividing into different patent periods, thus collecting different
citation counts and assignment counts to evaluate our feature sets.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation

5.1. Patent Claim Eligibility Model

In this section, we describe the evaluation results of our proposed patent claim
eligibility model. The eligibility model process is below:

Figure 5.1 The Patent eligibility model process

5.1.1 Data Source
In this section, we firstly identify 66 USPTO sample cases from subject matter
eligibility court decisions: judicial exceptions on abstract ideas, appearing in
the 2014 Interim Eligibility Guidance. Secondly, we search for 19 software
patent applications with appeal decisions to validate the patentability. Third,
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with the growing number of court and PTAB decisions that declined to overturn
patent claims, we identify 161 cases after Alice court decisions. Thus, we have
251 patent cases to be our training dataset as shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5-1 Patent Claim Dataset Statistics

# of Patent

# of granted

# of Claims

# of eligible

66

21

2,711

1,163

USPTO cases
Patent
Appeal
After Alice
cases

22

16

1,010

1,004

163

148

5,305

4,733

Total

251

185

9,026

6,900

5.1.2. Experiment Design
We apply NLTK package (Bird, 2006) on the dataset to determine feature
values of patent claims and patent textual documents. First, we run the tokenize
module of NLTK to segment the patent claims text into words. Next, the POS
module is conducted to label the POS tag of each token. For example, after
processing the POS module, each word is labeled by its POS tag e.g., ('method',
'NN'), ('managing', 'VBG'), ('consumption', 'NN'), where NN is a noun and VBG
is a verb. We only lemmatize the tokens which are NN and VBG to return to the
base form of the word. We also adopt the stopword removing module to remove
the stopwords, punctuation, and numbers. After the processing, we can
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determine the values for both baseline features (TF-IDF) and text-mining
features, which are used to construct the prediction model.
To design our domain knowledge features, we survey 66 selected SME
case patents which were judged as abstract patent by USPTO (United States
Patent and Trademark Office). Each SEM case is classified into at least one
abstract category: economic, human, idea, and math. Therefore, drawing upon
66 cases provided by USPTO Eligibility Guidance, we can design four abstract
categories features by selecting maximum cosine-similarity value for each
patent or claim. In another part of training data features, we compute 30
distinguishable words which are extracted from all selected eligibility case
patents by employing information gain. We count the number of terms in each
lexicon for every independent claim of training data patents to predict whether
the patent is eligible or not.

Through RST parsers, we process our RST relations as listed in Table 6,
which presents a statistical result of 15 RST relations, and through the
composition of relations, we can derive insights from it.
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Table 5-2 Statistics of RST Relation

RST Relation
Attribution

N

Patent Eligible
Y

Total

1,362

4,264

5,626

Background

56

304

360

Elaboration
Enablement

16,836
352

42,466
752

59,302
1,104

6
1,558
208
2,554
90
28
4

16
3,096
530
6,236
72
84
38

22
4,654
738
8,790
162
112
42

0
16

6
78

6
94

2

12

14

18

52
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Explanation
Joint
Manner-Means
same-unit
Summary
Temporal
Cause
Comparison
Condition
Contrast
textualorganization

5.1.3. Parameter Settings
Logistic Regression (LR) classifier is widely used for binary classification; thus,
we choose this classifier to be our baseline classifier. We employ the Python
package based on Pedregosa et al. (2011) to implement our models. The default
penalty is L2 regularization with primal formulation, which can be reduce the
overfitting issue. For small datasets, the best choice of algorithm for logistic
regression is “liblinear” Algorithm to use in the optimization problem. All Other
settings we use default value for this classifier.
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Random Forest (RF) Classifier is an ensemble learning method; it builds several
decision trees to make a forest on sub-samples of the dataset and then average
all the results to optimize the predictive accuracy and avoid overfitting. We use
bootstrapping method for sub-sampling. For tuning the optimal parameters,
such as the estimators, which mean the number of trees in the forest, we utilize
the model selection method, called GridSearchCV object to help us evaluate the
parameters performance, where the “CV” stands for “cross-validated”. During
implementing GridSearchCV, it can select the parameters on a specified
parameter grid, maximizing the performance to tune estimators. (Pedregosa et
al., 2011). Thus, we choose our estimators to be 150, which is the optimal
number of trees in our model, where the default value is 10. We also use the
feature selection method based on the feature importance score and parameter
setting is “auto” max-features, which can decide the number of features for bestsplit automatically.
AdaBoost (Ada) Classifier is another kind of ensemble learning methods; it
builds several decision trees with focus on weak ones and weights of incorrectly
classified samples to adjust other subsequent classifiers. We did not select other
the base estimator, but using default parameter, “Deicisontree classifier” for
our binary classification problem. Similarly, by applying GridSearchCV
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approach, we choose the number of our estimators to be 100, where the default
is 50. Drawing upon Hastie, Rosset, Zhu, and Zou (2009), we use “SAMME.R’”
as the default algorithm, which adopts the probability estimates to adjust the
additive model and achieves a lower test error with fewer boosting iterations
than SAMME algorithm.
GradientBoosting (GRD) Classifier is an additive model. Similar to AdaBoost
algorithm, it is an ensemble learning method and builds the model in a stagewise fashion on weak prediction models and tends to generalize them by
allowing optimization of an arbitrary differentiable loss function. Scikit learn
designed the ensemble classifiers based on Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman
(2009) and R. S. Friedman and Förster (2001) to combine the predictions of
several estimators built with a given learning algorithm for improving
performance over only a single estimator. Thus, we then use the same process
to choose the number of estimators, 150, instead of the default 100, to
implement the classifier.

5.1.4. Feature Importance Rank
To automatically determine our relative importance of each features listed in
Table 1 & Table 2, we apply boosting models to show the significance of our
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proposed features. Xgboost package in Python can rank the importance of all
features. In XGBoost package, we utilize DMatrix, which is an internal data
structure to optimize for both memory efficiency and training speed. Thus, we
set our parameters by objective “binary: logistic” on our prediction outcomes,
and booster: “gbtree” for our booster algorithm default value. Figure 11 shows
the corresponding percentage of relative importance over the feature sets. We
can see that the claims in abstractness and readability features contribute the
most influence on the prediction of patent claim eligibility. For feature
importance ranking, after running our XGBoost model, we use the importance
type : weight, which is the number of times a feature is used to split the data
across all trees.

Figure 5.2 Relative Importance of Features by XgBoost
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5.1.5. Evaluation Result
We develop a claim prediction model using 1079 independent claims, including
822 eligible claims and 257 ineligible claims. The balancing issue occurs when
there is a large difference between the numbers of samples in the different
classes. When imbalanced ratio is larger, the algorithm will favor more the class
with the large number of samples, the majority class. Thus, during our
experiment, we utilize the imbalance learning tools (Lemaˆ, Nogueira, West,
Mv, & Aridas, 2017) from python imbalance-learn package. This method can
generate noisy samples by interpolating new sample between marginal outliers
and inliers in which we balance the number of eligible and ineligible claims.
Imbalance sampling issue can be solved by obtaining a clear space after oversampling or under-sampling class methods.
To build our baseline features, we must select a set of words with high
TF-IDF values. After optimal modeling and overfitting avoidance, we decide 60
words and 25 words to be our baseline feature sets.
In this study, we compare the performance of the baseline classifier to
be our proposed model. First, we build the classifiers using baseline TF-IDF
features that. We then train multiple classifiers, Logistic Regression, Random
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Forests, Adaboost, Gradient Boosting, with 10-fold cross validation to compare
their performance and the result is shown in Table 7.
Table 7 - 11 provide performance results for various classifiers with different
feature set combinations. As can be seen, pure TF-IDF achieves the worst
performance (Table 7). By adding domain knowledge feature set the
performance increases across different classifiers (Table 8 and 9). However,
incorporating common text features incurs little increase in performance
(Table 10). This is because the common text features may have similar effect as
TF-IDF. Nevertheless, when we incorporate all features, the resultant
prediction model achieves the best performance (Table 11).
Our first observation is that for the four methods, much better performance
can be achieved when ensemble algorithms are applied, compared to using
logistic regression and the conventional classification method. Secondly, when
the domain knowledge features are incorporated, our accuracy achieve better
performance when compared with Common text features. It reveals that our
domain knowledge approaches can help improve the performance. The recall
values of our approaches using domain knowledge and abstractness features
are 0.78 and 0.77 respectively, which are about 9% higher than baseline method,
0.69. In terms of precision, our approaches can obtain 0.91 and 0.90 by using
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knowledge and common features respectively, which are about 10% higher than
baseline 0.81. It indicates that our proposed approaches are better to model TFIDF for predicting patent claim eligibility.
Table 5-3 Performance of Claim Eligibility Model with TF-IDF Features

Claim-eligible model by TF-IDF Features
Algorithm

TF-IDF Selected Words 60
Acc
Pre
Rec
F1

TF-IDF Selected Words 25
Acc
Pre
Rec
F1

Logistic
Regression
Random Forests
AdaBoost

86.1%

79.0%

56.3%

65.8%

82.7%

75.7%

46.2%

57.3%

87.3%
86.7%

72.7%
71.8%

77.2%
75.8%

75.1%
73.7%

84.1%
84.3%

73.3%
71.9%

58.2%
57.3%

64.6%
64.5%

Gradient Boost

89.6%

81.3%

68.7%

74.9%

86.1%

79.7%

55.2%

65.3%

Table 5-4 Performance of Claim Eligibility Model with Abstractness Features

Claim-eligible model by Abstractness Features
Algorithm
Logistic
Regression
Random Forests
AdaBoost
Gradient Boost

TF-IDF Selected Words 60

TF-IDF Selected Words 25

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

84.7%

69.2%

66.0%

67.3%

81.4%

59.2% 64.3%

60.9%

90.8%
86.9%
90.2%

86.1%
86.6%
86.3%

79.4%
71.9%
77.1%

82.3% 88.8%
78.6% 83.2%
81.2% 86.7%

75.8% 74.0%
66.4% 75.2%
74.1% 72.6%

75.6%
70.1%
73.0%

Table 5-5 Performance of Claim Eligibility Model with domain knowledge
features

Claim-eligible model on Domain knowledge features
Algorithm
Logistic
Regression
Random Forests
AdaBoost
Gradient Boost

TF-IDF Selected Words 60
Acc
Pre
Rec
F1

TF-IDF Selected Words 25
Acc
Pre
Rec
F1

84.4%

70.7%

75.1%

73.1%

59.2%

68.7%

62.8%

92.0%
90.1%
91.2%

86.8%
79.0%
87.4%

81.1%
83%
78%

84.2% 90.8% 80.3%
81.2% 88.1% 73.1%
82.8% 90.3% 76.7%

78.5%
82.4%
78.9%

80.3%
77.0%
78.1%

86

80.1%

Table 5-6 Performance of Claim Eligibility Model with Common Text Feature

Claim-eligible model by Common Text Features
Algorithm

TF-IDF Selected Words 60
Acc
Pre
Rec
F1

TF-IDF Selected Words 25
Acc
Pre
Rec
F1

Logistic
Regression

80.1%

53.2%

62.8%

57.6%

82.3%

78.0%

47.3%

58.9%

Random Forests

92.0%

90.5%

70.3%

79.0%

87.7%

82.1%

58.3%

67.8%

AdaBoost
Gradient Boost

87.8%
91.2%

75.7%
90.2%

73.1%
66.9%

73.6%
76.3%

84.3%
88.3%

73.4%
76.5%

82.2%
78.6%

77.5%
78.1%

Table 5-7 Performance of Claim Eligibility Model with All Features

Claim-eligible model by All Features
Algorithm

TF-IDF Selected Words 60

TF-IDF Selected Words 25

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Logistic
Regression

83.6%

63.1%

73.7%

68.3%

80.2%

56.4%

74.6%

64.2%

Random Forests

93.0%

93.8%

77.0%

84.1%

89.9%

87.5%

68.3%

77.1%

AdaBoost

92.3%

84.4%

82.2%

82.7%

89.1%

73.3%

82.5%

77.1%

Gradient Boost

92.4%

91.o%

75.2%

82.3%

90.3%

77.0%

79.4%

78.2%
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5.2. Patent Prosecution Model

In this section, we proposed a patent prosecution model to predict patentability.
The patentability predictive model process is below:

Figure 5.3 The Patentability predictive model process

5.2.1 Data Source
We are interested in examining the software patent prosecution after Alice’s
case and valuable patents in prosecution process as well. Gossart, C., Ozaygen,
A., & Ozman (2016) has demonstrated that litigated patents are more valuable.
Thus, we extract 149 Alice litigated cases which had won their litigation and still
valid to our valuable patent as the positive examples and select the applications
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after Alice’s cases, June 2014, that are rejected as the negative examples for
building patent prosecution model. Three types of current application status in
USPTO PAIR database are pending, issued, and abandoned. To explore the
determinants of the process of patent examination leading to patent to be
issued or abandoned. Therefore, pending cases in our data are excluded and
early withdrawal application without receiving any final rejection record are
also removed.

Table 5-8 Dataset Statistics

# of Litigated

# of Rejected

Total

After Alice
applications

144

120

264

# of Event

8,140

5,261

13,401

5.2.2. Experiment Design
We apply n-gram method on the dataset to determine feature values of
patentability on the process of patent examination. First, we run the unigram
method, identifying the unique event from our dataset. Second, we construct
the bi-gram and tri-gram models by counting the bigram and tri-gram events
sequence for each patent to be our baseline feature sets. Third, we apply
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different algorithms on baseline feature sets to establish the patentability
model and identify the most important event or event-sequence for the
patentability. Finally, we use time duration and bi-gram sequence to be our
time-duration feature set. We extract each step of probability on patentability
based on random forest algorithm and aggregate multiplying probabilities to
predict log-likelihood patentability. In addition, we adopt the different time
periods method to examine the impact of different stages of the patent
examination process on prediction accuracy. Thus, we divided each patent
process into three different time periods, 1/3 of sequential process, 1/2 of
sequential process and 2/3 of sequential process to predict patentability on
baseline and time-duration feature sets.

5.2.3. Evaluation Result
We develop a patentability predictive model using 13,401 patent examination
of transaction event logs, including 8140 ligated patents and 5261 Rejected
applications. We also apply over-sampling technique to solve the sample
balance issue. During our experiment, we employ the imbalance learning tools
(Lemaˆ et al., 2017) from Python imbalance-learn package. Parameter settings
are described in details in Section 5.1.3. Then, we train multiple classifiers,
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Logistic Regression, Random Forests, and Gradient Boosting on baseline
features, with 10-fold cross validation to compare their performance and the
result is shown in Figure 5.4-5.7. Additionally, we also try to divide our training
data into different time periods to be our training model; however, the results
are worse than training on the overall sequential data.
Additionally, the proposed method with time-duration features on
Random Forest algorithm has the best performance. The accuracy of the result
can achieve 95% by using 1/3 of sequential data on each patent, while more
progress can decrease the performance due to more steps on probability.
Moreover, we also examine the impact of time duration feature set alone, i.e.,
without sequential data, on Random Forest, which may reach up to 86%
accuracy (see Figure 5.7 RF-event).

We also tend to use Markov Chain

Transition probability to predict the patentability after obtaining the
probabilities from Random Forest; however, the results didn’t beat the no
sequence data on Random Forest, the accuracy only around 70% and the
accuracy of Random Forest algorithm with time periods on single event can
achieve 86%.
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Uni-gram Sequence Classification
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Figure 5.4 Uni-gram Sequence classification by three time periods

Bigram Sequence Classification
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Figure 5.5 Bi-gram Sequence classification by three time periods
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Tri-gram Sequence Classification
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Figure 5.6 Tri-gram Sequence classification by three time periods slides

Random Forests using Time Duration Feature set
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88%
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Figure 5.7 Random Forests using Time Duration Feature sets by three time
periods and only Event

Furthermore, to examine the relative importance of events listed in each
patent examination process, we apply ensemble learning, Random Forest, to
identify the significant event which can influence the patentability. Random
Forest package in Python can list and rank the importance of all features. Figure
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5.8 shows the corresponding percentage of relative importance over the feature
sets on unigram event to predict patentability. Except for some allowance or
abandonment events, we can still identify the events in “patent term adjustment”
and “application ready for PDX access” contribute the significant impact on the
patentability. Figure 5.9 shows bigram event importance rank. Interestingly,
the initial exam to entity status set to undiscounted (initial default setting or
status change) is the most influential event on patentability. Figure 5.10 is
trigram event rank, whereas consistent with unigram and trigram event rank,
patent term adjustment and entity status set to undiscounted are all crucial to
patentability.
Unigram Event Importance Rank
0%

5%

10%

Patent Term Adjustment - Ready for Examination
Mail Notice of Allowance
Mail Abandonment for Failure to Respond to Office Action
Issue Fee Payment Verified
Notice of Allowance Data Verification Completed
Recordation of Patent Grant Mailed
ENTITY STATUS SET TO UNDISCOUNTED (INITIAL DEFAULT…
Issue Notification Mailed
Application ready for PDX access by participating foreign…
Aband. for Failure to Respond to O. A.
Application Is Considered Ready for Issue

Figure 5.8 Unigram Event Importance Rank
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Figure 5.9 Bigram Event Importance Rank

Trigram Event Importance Rank
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Figure 5.10 Trigram Event Importance Rank
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5.3. Patent Value Model

Drawing upon prior two models, we proposed a patent value model to predict
patent private value. The process for evaluating the patent value predictive
model process is shown in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11. The patent value predictive model process

5.3.1 Data Source
We are interested in examining the software patent after Alice’s case while
identifying valuable patents as well. We follow Hall (2010) to define software
patents, where the software patens are determined by the U.S. patent class96

subclass combinations. Thus, we search these litigated software patents on
litigation bank platform, and limited the US classification code within ‘7xx’ and
only status-closed cases.

Furthermore, the empirical studies have largely

focused on Federal Circuit Decisions (Allison, Lemley, & Schwartz, 2013), to
filter the more valuable patents, we only select the litigated cases filing the
appeal to the U.S. Courts of Appeals for Federal Circuit (CAFC) and U.S.
Supreme Court (SC), where we obtain 664 patents after validating the status
on Google patent to be our valuable patents.

Meanwhile, to determine our negative examples, we adopt the equalratio sampling method by randomly choosing negative examples with
approximately equal number of positive examples for each year from 1995 to
2010. Those negative examples are expired by fee relations, by which their
owner did not pay the maintenance fee to keep the patent alive. The renewal
data of a patent can be one significant evidence to indicate that the patent is not
valuable. Finally, we collect 724 patents after validating using Google Patent
to check for each latest status being expired to be our negative examples. Thus,
we have totally 1388 patent cases to be our training dataset as shown in Table
5.9.
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Table 5-9 Patent Value Dataset Statistics

Valuable
Non-Valuable
Total

# of Patent
664
724

# of Claims
35,954
12,629

1,388

48,583

# of logs # of Assignments
981
40,566
31,647
315
1,296
72,213

5.3.2. Experiment Design
Drawing upon prior studies, we apply on the several important value indicators
to be our baseline. Firstly, we extract patent information about our baseline
features shown in Table 5.10 before their patent issue dates. Secondly, we
examine the claim-level features extracted from our first model, claim eligibility
model. We add 9 more features into the patent value predictive model. The
descriptive statistics of claim-level features can be seen in Table 5.11.
Furthermore, we tend to identify more patent value features based on our
second model, patent prosecution model. With prosecution transaction dataset,
we extract 6 features from the application transaction logs and Table 5.12 shows
their descriptive statistics. Lastly, we separate our model by different time
periods, including patent just issued, issued after 2 years, 3 years and 5 years
for patent assignments, generality and forward citations. Their statistics is
displayed in Table 5.13-5.16.
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Table 5-10. Descriptive Statistics of Baseline indicators

Indicator

Obs.

Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

#of claims

1,388

22.97

20.68

1

355

Us Family size

1,388

3.55

5.68

1

69

Family size

1,388

2.37

1.96

1

12

Patent citations

1,388

43.17

113.94

0

1,231

Non-patent citations

1,388

20.07

105.48

0

1,732

Scope-uspc

1,388

3.99

2.77

1

18

Scope-cpc

1,388

5.89

7.21

1

70

Inventor team size

1,388

2.77

2.24

1

31

Originality-uspc

1,388

0.59

0.24

0

0.94

Originality-cpc

1,388

0.35

0.24

0

0.87

Technology cycle time

1,388

2,773.6

1,490.92

0

10,325

Claim length

1,388

1,434.67

1,169.06

79

20,987

Patent duration

1,388

1250.15

751.16

83

7,771

Table 5-11 Descriptive Statistics of Patent Claim indicators

Indicator

Obs.

Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

Abstract Economic

1,388

0.163

0.11

0.013

0.788

Abstract Human

1,388

0.187

0.092

0.015

0.788

Abstract Idea

1,388

0.199

0.098

0.017

0.842

Abstract Math

1,388

0.185

0.097

0.01

0.495

Readability-ARI
Readability-CLIndex

1,388

41.33

30.52

10

337

1,388

15.17

2.10

8

24

Readability- FKGrade

1,388

33.51

23.95

7

265

Readability- GFog

1,388

35.93

24.45

10

277

Readability-SMOG

1,388

16.07

5.66

0

53
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Table 5-12 Descriptive Statistics of Prosecution logs indicators

Indicator
# of Log
Log Duration

Obs.
1,388
1,388

Mean
52
3148.96

S.D.
23.99
1495.01

Min
18
159

Max
209
9134

# of appeals
# of Final rejection

1,388
1,388

0.16
0.481

0.98
0.76

0
0

19
7

# of Response to OA
# of Non-final rejection

1,388
1,388

1.62
1.27

1.53
1.05

0
0

16
10

Table 5-13. Descriptive Statistics of Just Issued

Indicator

Obs.

Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

# of Forward Citation
Generality of CPC
Generality of USPC
# of earlier Assignments

1,388
1,388
1,388
1,388

2
0.074
0.13
0.362

4.78
0.172
0.244
0.895

0
0
0
0

81
0.8
0.876
9

Table 5-14 Descriptive Statistics of Issued After 2 years

Indicator

Obs.

Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

# of Forward Citation
Generality of CPC
Generality of USPC
# of Assignments

1,388
1,388
1,388
1,388

5.465
0.16
0.255
0.294

9.59
0.23
0.298
0.692

0
0
0
0

109
0.826
0.886
7

# of Correct

1,388

0.044

0.222

0

2

# of Govern

1,388

0.001

0.038

0

1

# of Merger

1,388

0.043

0.276

0

3

# of namechg

1,388

0.084

0.304

0

2

# of other

1,388

0.009

0.096

0

1

# of released

1,388

0.032

0.262

0

4

# of security

13,88

0.103

0.465

0

5

100

Table 5-15 Descriptive Statistics of Issued After 3 years

Indicator

Obs.

Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

# of Forward Citation
Generality of CPC
Generality of USPC
# of Assignments

1,388
1,388
1,388
1,388

7.867
0.189
0.303
0.341

13.944
0.242
0.309
0.739

0
0
0
0

142
0.833
0.893
7

# of Correct

1,388

0.053

0.245

0

2

# of Govern

1,388

0.001

0.038

0

1

# of Merger

1,388

0.046

0.28

0

3

# of namechg

1,388

0.096

0.336

0

3

# of other

1,388

0.015

0.128

0

2

# of released

1,388

0.042

0.286

0

4

# of security

13,88

0.125

0.505

0

5

Table 5-16 Descriptive Statistics of Issued After 5 years

Indicator

Obs.

Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

# of Forward Citation
Generality of CPC

1,388
1,388

12.392
0.232

21.534
0.25

0
0

263
0.840

Generality of USPC

1,388

0.369

0.31

0

0.912

# of Assignments

1,388

0.418

0.817

0

7

# of Correct

1,388

0.061

0.259

0

2

# of Govern

1,388

0.004

0.06

0

1

# of Merger

1,388

0.069

0.345

0

3

# of namechg

1,388

0.121

0.381

0

3

# of other

1,388

0.03

0.257

0

7

# of released

1,388

0.067

0.375

0

4

# of security

13,88

0.164

0.597

0

5
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5.3.3. Evaluation Result
We employ the classifiers listed in the Table 3.1 and run the Grid Search to find
the best parameters for each ensemble learning model. The goal of ensemble
methods is to combine the predictions of several base estimators built with a
given learning algorithm in order to improve the performance. The estimators
are the number of trees in the decision trees. The best number of estimators for
Random forest is 150, AdaBoost algorithm is 100 and GradientBoosting
algorithm is 150. We also apply over-sampling technique to solve the sample
balance issue. During our experiment, we employ the imbalance learning tools
(Lemaˆ et al., 2017) from Python imbalance-learn package. Meanwhile, we use
10-fold cross validation to implement each model.
To design the experiments, features on baseline models with dynamic
features based on time periods are forward citations, generality of CPC, and
generality of USPC. Similarly, features on all feature models with dynamic
features based on time periods are baseline features and assignment features
including forward citations, generality of CPC, generality of USPC, number of
assignments, correct, merger, namechg, other, released and security.

The Experiment result is shown in Table 5.17-5.20.
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Table 5-17. Patent Value Model with Claim-level Features

Algorithm

Baseline Features+ Claim-Level Features
Baseline Features

Baseline + Claim-Level Features

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Logistic
Regression

78.2%

76.1%

84.8%

80.2%

78.9%

77.1%

84.6%

80.7%

Random
Forests

79.5%

78.9%

82.9%

80.8%

81.7%

81.1%

84.6%

82.8%

AdaBoost

76.8%

76.5%

80.3%

78.4%

78.7%

78.5%

81.5%

80.0%

Gradient
Boost

78.5%

78.4%

81.2%

79.7%

80.1%

79.8%

82.7%

81.3%

Algorithm

Table 5-18 Patent Value Model with logs and assignments

Baseline Features+ Prosecution Log & Assignment
With 5 years Assignments

With Logs

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Logistic
Regression

79.7%

77.8%

85.5%

81.4%

79.7%

78.2%

83.8%

81.2%

Random
Forests

80.5%

79.6%

84.1%

81.8%

85.6%

83.9%

88.6%

86.2%

AdaBoost

79.6%

78.8%

83.3%

81.0%

84.4%

83.7%

87.0%

85.3%

Gradient
Boost

79.7%

79.1%

83.0%

81.1%

85.7%

84.5%

89.6%

86.9%

Algorithm

Table 5-19. Patent Value Model with just issued on All and Baseline Features

Just issued with All features and Baseline Features
All Features

Baseline Features

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Logistic
Regression

81.7%

80.7%

85.3%

83.0%

79.6%

77.6%

85.5%

81.4%

Random
Forests

85.8%

85.3%

87.8%

86.5%

79.9%

79.1%

83.4%

81.2%

AdaBoost

85.3%

85.4%

86.6%

86.0%

78.9%

78.4%

82.2%

80.2%

Gradient
Boost

86.5%

85.8%

88.9%

87.4%

79.8%

79.4%

82.7%

81.0%
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Algorithm

Table 5-20. Patent Value Model with 2 years on All and Baseline Features

2 years with All features and Baseline Features
2 years

Baseline Features

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Logistic
Regression

82.4%

81.8%

85.5%

83.6%

78.9%

77.7%

83.5%

80.6%

Random
Forests

86.6%

87.0%

87.3%

87.1%

79.9%

80.5%

81.2%

80.8%

AdaBoost

85.7%

84.7%

88.7%

86.6%

78.7%

78.7%

81.2%

80.0%

Gradient
Boost

87.8%

87.0%

90.0%

88.5%

80.5%

80.2%

83.1%

81.7%

Algorithm

Table 5-21. Patent Value Model with 3 years on All and Baseline Features

3 years with All features and Baseline Features
3 years

Baseline Features

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Logistic
Regression

83.2%

82.8%

85.5%

84.1%

79.2%

78.2%

83.4%

80.7%

Random
Forests

86.6%

87.8%

86.3%

87.0%

81.0%

81.8%

81.9%

81.8%

AdaBoost

85.9%

86.0%

87.0%

86.5%

78.5%

77.8%

82.4%

79.9%

Gradient
Boost

88.1%

87.3%

90.3%

88.8%

80.8%

80.8%

82.7%

81.8%

Algorithm

Table 5-22. Patent Value Model with 5 years on All and Baseline Features

5 years with All features and Baseline Features
5 years

Baseline Features

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Acc

Pre

Rec

F1

Logistic
Regression

83.6%

83.0%

86.3%

84.6%

80.1%

78.7%

84.5%

81.5%

Random
Forests

86.8%

87.8%

86.7%

87.3%

81.2%

81.8%

82.5%

82.1%

AdaBoost

87.2%

87.3%

88.4%

87.9%

78.9%

79.1%

80.9%

80.0%

Gradient
Boost

89.2%

89.1%

90.3%

89.8%

81.9%

82.4%

83.1%

82.7%
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The accuracy of our prediction model surpasses existing methods,
achieving more than 7% compared with all baseline model predictions. For
example, the accuracies of gradient boost algorithm in 5-years model and the
baseline model are 89.2% and 81.9% respectively. Notably, we integrated
patent claim, patent transaction and patent assignments to show that accurate
prediction on modeled structures is possible. Lastly, with different time periods
after the patent issued, we can achieve better prediction on accumulated
indicators for focal patent. We apply both Random Forest algorithm and
Xgboost algorithm to rank feature importance on different models are list in
Figure 5.12-18. The results also indicate that our proposed value indicators such
as log duration, log count, patent claim readability and assignments contribute
significantly to patent value. Interestingly, for baseline models, the important
features are quite different in random forest and Xgboost algorithms.
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Figure 5.12 The baseline features importance rank
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Figure 5.13 The Claim-level features importance rank
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Figure 5.14.The prosecution logs features importance rank
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Figure 5.15 The just issued features importance rank
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Figure 5.16 The issued after 2years features importance rank
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Figure 5.17 The issued after 3 years features importance ran
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Figure 5.18. The issued after 3 years features importance rank
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The patent value classification models and feature selection results
highlight the following contributions. First, this study contributes to patent
value research by making the first attempt to consider the claim eligibility,
patent prosecution and assignment data. Integrating our features together with
other value indicators could also improve its accuracy. Second, we also identify
several value indicators which have not been found before, such as transaction
duration, patent claim readability, abstractness and assignments. Third, we
find the valuable patent can be identified after the patent just granted by their
transaction logs, patent citations and US family size. Even if forward citation is
a significant feature to the prediction model, without it, other indicators still
can work well. Based on several new released patent databases, this study
provided a new line of thinking on patent values and suggested that the
indicators discussed and not found in earlier literature. More particularly, our
study also considered the timing issue, our valuation model can learn by
different periods after the patent issued. Our model can be a live and growing
model by integrating dynamic patent indicators for patent assessment.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

There has been a substantial research on the use of patent information for
analyzing innovations and identifying patent value indicators in recent years.
In this dissertation, we have attempted to use information from patent
applications, patent examination dataset and patent assignment dataset to
identify the important predictors for patent claim eligibility, patentability, and
patent value, and ultimately construct prediction models.
In our first model, we adopt advanced machine learning and text mining
techniques to address a key problem in software patent subject matter eligibility
(SME), namely providing abstractness measures of the patent claim. A major
challenge is the limited availability of reliable labels for patent claim eligibility.
We address this limitation by reviewing the USPTO released interim
Guidance and court decisions, to confirm each claim eligibility from each patent.
In addition, we employ text-mining techniques to capture features via TF-IDF
techniques. The output from abstractness, when combined with other textbased features, achieves accuracy score close to 0.90 for predicting patent claim
eligibility. Our work is the first attempt to apply rigorous machine learning
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methods with text-based features to the problem of predicting patent claim
eligibility.
Secondly, we explore the patent examination dataset with transaction
logs in our second model. By utilizing sequential learning in the patent
examination process and regarding the approval estimation of patent
applications as a supervised document classification problem, we develop a
prediction model that computes the likelihood that an application will be
granted as patentability score. The feature vector for the patent application was
n-gram transaction logs. Experiment shows that the proposed prediction model
achieves a higher accuracy in predicting the examination results than
traditional sequential learning.
Last, in our third model, we try to explore the prediction of patent values
by using a court decision dataset from USPTO and litigated patent or patent
sales for forming patent value indicators in Software and computer-related
technology. We construct a prediction model that incorporate features from
claim eligibility and patentability, as well as new features from assignments, in
addition to the more traditional baseline features proposed in the previous
works. Drawing upon a large dataset of U.S. patent database, we empirically
evaluate our research model with three models in three different feature sets.
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Our experimental result of patent value model reveals that the model
incorporating prosecution features from patent prosecution logs and patent
claim-level features can significantly improve the accuracy of patent value.
Meanwhile, our proposed feature sets also outperform existing baseline
features. Overall, our results indicate that several indicators are significantly
correlated with patent value. Some of our findings are consistent with the
previous studies that identified several significant indicators such as patent
citations and patent scope. US family size is identified as a very important
feature, whereas largely ignored by previous studies. One of the most
important findings is the features derived from prosecution log on patent
examination dataset. The indicators with prosecution duration and number of
prosecution logs can improve our model significantly. Previous research only
focus on patent examination duration to predict the patent value. To our best
of knowledge, our research is the first attempt to use patent examination
prosecution features to predict the patent value and identify those important
determinants which have never been used in past studies.
In machine learning process, the selection of appropriate features can
largely improve the performance of predictive models. Thereby, we explore
several text-mining techniques to determine the most important features for
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predicting claim eligibility, patent patentability, and patent value. While prior
studies have identified several critical features to patent value or patentability,
little research is conducted to explore the claim subject matter eligibility or
process of patent examination. Moreover, contrary to previous studies, our
models can identify the early stage of valuable patents. Our results show that
valuable patents can be predicted even at an early stage of a patent, such as just
granted or before granted. Hence, our proposed features may yield very
attractive indicators for an approximation of paten value.
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Chapter 7

Limitations and Future Research

Our study comes with some limitations. Most notably, our sample size based on
USPTO cases and litigated cases are relatively small, resulting in potential
overfitting of the results. Thus, we are able to remedy at least parts of this data
limitations through utilizing imbalance learning and ensemble learning, which
can be used when the number of variables is much larger than the number of
observations. Secondly, a large share of patents are software patents and so
potentially are not representative of all patent eligibility. Lastly, RST tools used
in patent eligibility models need to set up in a very complicated process thereby
being difficult to replicate.
In summary, our results provide a promising step towards inferring the
impacts of text-mining features on patent claim eligibility, patentability and
patent value. In the future, besides employing text-analysis method, we hope
to identify more valuable patents across different technology fields to serve as
the ground truth for testing our proposed predictive models, thereby improving
the accuracy on patent claim eligibility and prosecution patentability and
ultimately discover more indicators for patent value.
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